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Chapter 1
Introduction
As the information-processing and telecommunications revolutionsnow underway
will continue to affect and change our life styles in the 21st century,our personal
and economic lives rely more and more on our ability to transactover the elec-
tronic medium in a secure way. We have already started to buy goods online, bank
online, and conduct business and financial transactions online. Unfortunately, the
technology enabling those remote transactions relies on broadcasting everything
as sequences of ones and zeroes over an open and insecure channel. The privacy,
authenticity, and integrity of the information transmitted or storedon networked
computers must be maintained at every point of the transaction. Otherwise, it is
impossible for a bank to make sure of the authenticity and/or the integrity ofa
request from a costumer regarding, for example, a transfer of a certain amount of
money to another bank. Similarly, there is no way to distinguish digital money
if it is easily counterfeited in the digital environment. Fortunately, cryptography
provides techniques for keeping information secret, for determining that thecon-
tents of a transaction has not been tampered with, for determining who has really
authorized the transaction, and for binding the involved parties with the contents
of the transaction.
A major category of cryptographic algorithms comprises public-key schemes
which enable to realize the message integrity and authenticity check, key distribu-
tion, digital signature etc. Public-key algorithms are based on intractable problems
and they require extensive amount of computer resources suchas computing power
and memory. Especially on relatively slow microprocessors with limitedmemory,
public-key algorithms might be very inefficient if special attention is not paid to
certain implementation issues.2
An important class of public-key algorithms is that of elliptic curve cryptosys-
tems (ECC) proposed independently by Miller and Koblitz [23, 32]. One of the
major advantages of elliptic curve cryptosystems is that they utilize much shorter
key lengths in comparison to other well known algorithms such as RSA cryptosys-
tems. In other words, EGG delivers the highest cryptographic strength per bit of
any known public-key cryptosystem. A preliminary analysis shows that the elliptic
curve digital signature algorithm (EGDSA) with 160-bit key size is equivalent in
strength to the RSA digital signature algorithm (RSADSA) with 1024-bit key size.
Therefore, EGG enables smaller and faster public-key cryptosystem implementa-
tions for even the most constrained environments such as smart cards.
However, as do the other public-key cryptosystems EGG also requires compu-
tationally intensive operations. Elementary operations in the algebraic structures
(finite fields) over which elliptic curves are constructed play a decisive role in the
efficiency of the EGG implementations. Although the speed remains to be always
the primary concern, other design constraints such as memory may be of significant
importance for certain constrained platforms. Another implementation aspect of
the EGG is the generation of secure curves which is considered to be a hard imple-
mentation problem. Randomly chosen curves with suitable known orders must be
used in elliptic curve cryptosystems.
In this thesis, we are interested in developing space- and time-efficient hardware
and software implementations of the elliptic curve cryptosystems. The main objec-
tive of our work is to improve and devise algorithms for finite field arithmetic used
in elliptic curve cryptosystems for different platforms. We study different represen-
tation methods of finite fields proposed for efficient implementations and determine
the best arithmetic algorithms for these representations.Methodologies such as
precomputation and utilization of acceleration tables when memory is available are
adopted to obtain efficient algorithms.
Special emphasis is given to scalability of the algorithms and hardware ar-
chitectures for finite field arithmetic to longer precision as the growing need forhigher security necessitates longer key sizes. We are not interested in the inflexible
solutions which provides efficient methods for only a small class of key sizes.
We prefer to work on finite fields of prime characteristicGF(p)and binary
extension fieldsGF(2k),mainly because they are prevalently used in cryptographic
schemes and we are more familiar with their structural properties.
We are especially interested in Montgomery arithmetic previously proposed for
both fields.The well-known Montgomery multiplication algorithm enables very
efficient software and hardware implementations. The classic method we use to
perform multiplication operation inGF(p)andGF(2')consists of two steps :(1)
regular integer or polynomial multiplication and(2)division. Depending of the
prime number chosen forGF(p)or irreducible polynomial forGF(2c),the second
step might be extremely time-comsuming. One way to circumvent this problem is to
use special primes and irreducible polynomials. The Montgomery multiplication, on
the other hand, provides the same performance regardless of the prime or irreducible
polynomial of the field. It basically replaces the division operation in the second step
of the classic algorithm with extra multiplications and shift operations. Since the
division is almost always much costlier than the multiplication, the Montgomery
multiplication algorithm is beneficial especially for randomly chosen primes and
irreducible polynomials. Even though faster algorithms were proposed for special
primes and irreducible polynomials, working with random primes and polynomials
provides extra flexibility and wider collection of finite fields.
Beside the Montgomery multiplication algorithms we need algorithms for inver-
sion in order to do Montgomery arithmetic in a given field. The existing inversion
algorithms need to be modified to calculate the Montgomery inversion of a given
field element. We give special consideration to a proper definition of the Mont-
gomery inversion which has not been given in previous works. We also provide an
efficient algorithm to compute the Montgomery inversion.
The composite representation of binary extension fields provides very efficient
software implementations for field arithmetic thanks to the utilization of tablesand wordwise algorithms. Employment of the composite fields necessitates the effi-
cient conversion algorithms between composite fields and the other representation
methods.
The use of Montgomery arithmetic helps reduce the complexity of elliptic curve
generation algorithms by enabling the flexibility of selecting prime number for
GF(p).In this thesis, we introduce the fundementals of so called complex multipli-
cation method for elliptic curve generation and the simplifications of the method
forGF(p)when we have the flexibility of selecting the characteristic of the field.
The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter2,we modify an algorithm given by Kaliski to compute the Mont-
gomery inverse of an integer modulo a prime number. We also give a new defini-
tion of the Montgomery inverse, and introduce efficient algorithms for computing
the classical modular inverse, the Kaliski-Montgomery inverse, and the new Mont-
gomery inverse. The proposed algorithms are suitable for software implementations
on general-purpose microprocessors.
In chapter 3, we describe a scalable and unified architecture for a Montgomery
multiplication module which operates in both types of finite fieldsGF(p)and
GF(2m).The unified architecture requires only slightly more area than that of
the multiplier architecture for the fieldGF(p).The multiplier is scalable, which
means that a fixed-area multiplication module can handle operands of any size,
and also, the wordsize can be selected based on the area and performance require-
ments. We utilize the concurrency in the Montgomery multiplication operation by
employing a pipelining design methodology. We also describe a scalable and uni-
fied adder module to carry out concomitant operations in our implementation of
the Montgomery multiplication. The upper limit on the precision of the scalable
and unified Montgomery multiplier is dictated only by the available memory to
store the operands and internal results, and the module is capable of performing
infinite-precision Montgomery multiplication in both types of finite fields.5
In Chapter 4, we propose new and efficient algorithms for obtaining software
implementations of the basic arithmetic (squaring, multiplication, and inversion)
operations in the Galois fieldsGF(2c)wherekis a composite integer ask =nm.
These algorithms are suitable for obtaining software implementations of the field
operations in microprocessors and signal processors, and they are particularly useful
for applications in public-key cryptography where the field size is large.
Chapter 5 describes a method of construction of a composite fieldCF((2)m)
given the binary fieldGF(2'),wherek =nm. We also derive the conversion (change
of basis) matrix fromGF((2')m)toGF(2k).The special case of gcd(n,m) = 1,
where the irreducible polynomial generating the fieldCF((2'')m)has its coefficients
fromGF(2)rather thanGF(2),is also treated. Furthermore, certain generaliza-
tions of the proposed construction method, e.g., the use of non-primitive elements
and the construction of composite fields with special irreducible polynomials, are
also discussed. Finally, we give storage-efficient conversion algorithms between the
binary and composite fields for the case gcd(n, m) = 1.
In Chapter 6, we give a methodology to generate suitable elliptic curves over
GF(p).Our method is based on the ComplexMultiplication(CM) technique. A
previously proposed method which is also based on the CM technique assumes
that the characteristic p ofGF(p)is fixed. However, there are numerous primes
within the range of cryptographic interest and flexibility in selecting a prime as
the characteristic of the field allows simplification of the complex multiplication
curve generation algorithm. Based on this observation, we modify the existing al-
gorithm and provide performance results of our new algorithm. With this modified
algorithm, we can utilize prime numbers in certain subsets of all prime numbers.
Theoretical analysis and experimental figures show that there are sufficiently many
primes in this set so that it is always possible to find such primes after several
trials. We also provide experimental results on the plentitude of elliptic curves.
The software implementation of the modified method is faster, easier and smaller.ro
Chapter 2
The Montgomery Modular Inverse-Revisited
2.1Introduction
The basic arithmetic operations (i.e., addition, multiplication, and inversion) mod-
ulo a prime number p have several applications in cryptography, for example, the
decipherment operation in the RSA algorithm [44], the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
algorithm [8], the US Government Digital Signature Standard [36], and also re-
cently elliptic curve cryptography [23, 30]. The modular inversion operation plays
an important role in public-key cryptography, particularly, to accelerate the ex-
ponentiation operation using the so-called addition-subtraction chains [9, 22] and
also in computing point operations on an elliptic curve defined over the finite field
GF(p) [23, 30].
The modular inverse of an integer a e [l,p1] modulo the prime p is defined
as the integer x E [l,p1] such that ax = 1(mod p).It is often written as
x =a1(mod p). This is the classical definition of the modular inverse [22]. In
the sequel, we will use the notation
Modlnv(a) =a1(mod p) (2.1)
to denote the inverse of a modulo p. The definition of the modular inverse was
recently extended by Kaliski to include the so-called Montgomery inverse [18] based
on the Montgomery multiplication algorithm [34]. In this chapter, we introduce a
new definition of the Montgomery inverse, and also give efficient algorithms to
compute the classical modular inverse, the Kaliski-Montgomery inverse, and the
new Montgomery inverse of an integer a modulo the prime number p.7
2.2The Montgomery Inverse
The Montgomery multiplication [34] of two integers a, b E [0, p1] is defined as
c=ab2 (mod p) where n=[log2 p1. We denote this multiplication operation
using the notation
c:=MonPro(a, b)=ab2'(mod p), (2.2)
where p is the prime number and n is its bit-length. The Montgomery inverse of an
integer a e [l,p1] is defined by Kaliski [18] as the integer x=a'2(mod p).
Similarly, we will use the notation
x:=Monlnv(a)=a12(mod p) (2.3)
to denote the Montgomery inversion as defined by Kaliski.The algorithm in-
troduced in [18] computes the Montgomery inverse of a. We give this algorithm
below. The output of Phase I is the integer r such that r=a_12k(mod p), where
nk < 2n. This result is then corrected using Phase II to obtain the Montgomery
inverse x=a12(mod p).
Phase I
Input:a E [1,p1] and p
Output: r E [l,p 1] and k,
where r=a_12k(mod p) and n < k < 2n
1:u:=p,v:=a,r:=0,ands:=1
2:k:=0
3:while (v > 0)
4: if u is even then u:=u/2, s:=2s
5: else if v is even then v:=v/2, r:=2r
6: else if u> v then u:=(uv)/2, r:=r + s, s:=2s
7: else if v > u then v:=(vu)/2, s:=s + r, r:=2r
8:k:=k+19:ifr>pthenr:=rp
10:return r := pr and k
Phase II
Input:r E [1,p 1], p, and k from Phase I
Output: x E [l,p1], where x = a'2(mod p)
11: fori=ltokndo
12:if r is even then r := r/2
13:else then r := (r+p)/2
13:return x := r
2.3The Almost Montgomery Inverse
As shown above, Phase I computes an integer r = a12(mod p), where
ii < k < 2n. The Montgomery inverse of a is defined as x = a'2(mod p)
where ii =[log2 1We will call the output of the Phase I the almost Montgomery
inverse of a, and denote it as
(r, k) := AlmMonlnv(a) = a_12k(mod p), (2.4)
where n < k < 2n, in the sequel. We note that a similar concept, the almost
inverse of elements in the Galois field GF(2m), was introduced in [48] andsome
implementation issues were addressed in [45].
Since k is an output of the Phase I, we will include it in the definition of the
AlmMonlnv function as an output value. We also propose to makean additional
change in the way the almost Montgomery inverse algorithm is being used. Instead
of selecting the Montgomery radix as R where n =[log2p, we will select
it as R = 2m, where m is an integer multiple of the wordsize of the computer
w, i.e., m = iw for some positive integer i. The Montgomery product algorithm
would work with any m as long as m > n, where n is the bit-length of the primenumber p. For efficiency reasons, we select the smallest i which makes m larger
than n, in other words, iw =in> n, but (i1)w <n. It turns out that the almost
Montgomery inverse algorithm (Phase I) works for this case as well. Furthermore,
it even works for an input a which may be larger than p as long as it is less than
2m,as proven below in Theorem 1. The second issue is the value of k after the
almost Montgomery inverse algorithm terminates. We show in Theorem 2 below
that n < k <m +ii.
Theorem 2.1 If p > 2 is a prime and a1 (a might be larger than p), then the
intermediate values r, s, and u in the almost Montgomery inverse algorithm are
always in the interval [0, 2p1].
ProofIf a <p, then the proof given in [18] is applicable here. If a > p and a is
not an integer multiple of p, then only Step 5 and Step 7 are executed in the while
loop until v becomes smaller than u. Until then, the variables u, r, and s keep their
initial values. They start changing when v <u, and after this point, the algorithm
proceeds as in the case a <p. Thus, the intermediate values remain in the interval
[0, 2p1] for a > p as well. D
Theorem 2.2 If p> 2 is a prime and a> 1, then the index k produced at the end
of the almost Montgomery inverse algorithm takes a value between n and m + n,
where n =[log2 1and m = sw with sw > n with (s1)w <n.
Proof The reduction of uv and u + v at each iteration (at Steps 4-7) is illustrated
below:
uv u+v
Step 4 (uv)/2 (u + 2v)/2
Step 5 (uv)/2 (2u + v)/2
Step 6u2/2(uv)/2 (u + v)/2
Step 7(uv)/2v2/2(u+v)/210
Note that these steps are mutually exclusive, i.e., at an iteration only one of the
four cases occurs. At each iteration, the value uv is at least halved while the value
u + v is at most halved, and furthermore, both u and v are equal to 1 before the
last iteration. Since the initial values of the product uv and the sum u + v areap
anda +p, respectively, the index valuek(i.e., the number of iterations) satisfies
(a+p)/2 < k-1 <ap.
Since2n1<p < 2and 0 <a < 2,we have
2n_2<2k-1 <2m2
2m-1
:
2k-1 2m+n-1
Thus, we obtain the result:n < k < in + n.Furthermore, we note that
m ii w 1,where w is the word size of the machine. This implies that
mw+1<k<m+n. 0
2.4Using the Almost Montgomery Inverse
The Montgomery inverse algorithm computes x =a'2(mod p). The Kaliski
algorithm [18] usesthe bit-level operations in Phase II in order to achieve its goal.
It uses kii steps in Phase II, where at each step a bit-level right shift operation
is performed. Additionally, if r is odd, an addition operation r + p needs to be
performed.
As suggested earlier, we will use the definition x =a_2m(mod p).Fur-
thermore, it is possible to eliminate the bit-level operations completely, anduse
the Montgomery product algorithm to obtain the same result.In our approach,
we replace these bit-level operations by word-level Montgomery product operations
which are intrinsically faster on microprocessors, particularly when the wordsize of
the computer is large (i.e., 16,32,or 64).11
The new PhaseIIisbased on the pre-computed Montgomery radix
R2m(mod p), however, we oniy needR2(mod p). This value can be pre-
computed and saved, and used as necessary. Another issue is the range of input
variables to the AlmMonlnv and MonPro functions. For both of these functions,
any input cannot exceed2m1.
2.4.1The Modified Kaliski-Montgomery Inverse
This algorithm computes x = Monlnv(a) = a2m (mod p) given the integer a.
Thus, it finds the inverse of the integer a modulo p and also converts it to the
Montgomery domain. The modified Kaliski-Montgomery inverse algorithm is given
below.
Input:a, p, n, and m, where a E [1,2m
Output:x =a_12m(mod p), where x E [l,p1].
1:(r, k) := AlmMonlnv(a) where r = a_12(mod p)
and n < k <m + n.
2:Ifn<k<mthen
2.1:r := MonPro(r,R2) =(a_12k)(22m)(2_m) =
a_12m (mod p)
2.2:k:=k±m>m
3:r := MonPro(r,22m_k)= a1 22m-k 2-m
a2m (mod)
4:Return x = r, where x = a2m (mod p)
The inputs to the MonPro function in Step 2.1 are r and R2, which are both in the
correct range. The input22m-kto MonPro in Step 3 is also in the correct range since
k is adjusted to be larger than m in Step 2.2 when k <in, thus, 0 < 22m-k <2m.12
2.4.2The Classical Modular Inverse
In some cases, we are only interested in computing x = Modlnv(a) =a1(mod p)
without converting to the Montgomery domain. One way to achieve this is first to
compute the Kaliski-Montgomery inverse of a to obtain b = a_12m(mod p), and
then re-convert the result back to the residue (non-Montgomery) domain using the
Montgomery product as
b:= Monlnv(a) =a_12m modp,
x:=MonPro(b, 1) = (a_12m)(1)(2_m) =a1mod p.
Another way of computing the classical inverse is by reversing the order of Monlnv
and MonPro operations, and using the constant R222m(mod p) as follows:
b:= MonPro(a,R2) =(a)(22m)(2_m)= a2m modp,
x:=Monlnv(b) = (a2m)_12m =a1mod p.
However, either one of these approaches requires 2 or 3 Montgomery product oper-
ations in addition to the AlmMonlnv function. Instead, we can modify the Kaliski-
Montgomery inverse algorithm so that it directly computes the classical modular
inverse after the AlmMonlnv function with 1 or 2 Montgomery product operations.
Input:a, p,n,and m, where ae[1, 2m
Output:x =a1(mod p), where x E [l,p1]
1:(r,k):= AlmMonlnv(a) where r = a12'(mod p)
andn < k <m + n.
2:Ifk>mthen
2.1:r := MonPro(r, 1) =(a_12k)(2_m) =
a_12c_m(mod p)
2.2:k:=km<m
3:r := MonPro(r,2m_k)= (a_l)(2c)(2rn_k)(2_rn) =
a1(mod p)
4:Return x = r, where x =a1(mod p)13
2.4.3The New Montgomery Inverse
We propose the following new definition of the Montgomery inverse: x = a_22m
(mod p) given the input a(mod p). Accordingto this new definition, we compute
the Montgomery inverse of an integer which is already in the Montgomery domain,
producing the output x which is also in the Montgomery domain. We will denote
the new Montgomery inverse computation by
x := NewMonlnv(a2m) =(a2m)_122m = a_12m modp.
The Kaliski-Montgomery inverse of a is defined as Monlnv(a) = a2m (mod p),
which has the following property
MonPro(a, Monlnv(a)) = MonPro(a, a_12m)
a(a_l2)2_m= 1(mod p).
In other words, according to the Kaliski-Montgomery inverse, the multiplicative
identity is equal to 1, which is an incorrect assumption if we are operating in the
Montgomery domain where the image of 1 is 2(mod p). On the other hand, the
new Montgomery inverse has the following property
MonPro(a2m, NewMonlnv(a2m)) (a2m) (a' 2) 2
= 2(modp).
This new definition of the inverse is more suitable for computing expressions using
the Montgomery multiplication since it computes the result in the Montgomery
domain.
The new Montgomery inverse cannot be directly computed using the Monlnv
algorithm by giving the input as a2m(mod p) since we would obtain
Monlnv(a2m) = (a2m)_12m = a_12_m2m = a' mod p.
However, this can be converted back to the Montgomery domain using a single
Montgomery product withR2(mod p). Thus, we obtain a method of computing14
the new Montgomery inverse as
b:= Monlnv(a2m)(a2m)_12m= a'(mod p)
x:=MonPro(b, R2)a_l(22m)2_m = a_12m modp
Similarly, another method to obtain the same result is by reversing the order of the
operations:
b:= MonPro(a2m, 1) = (a2m)(1)(2m) = a mod p,
x:=Monlnv(a) = a_12m mod p.
The new algorithm uses the pre-computed value R2(mod p), and it is more ef-
ficient: It uses only 2 or 3 Montgomery product operations after the AlmMonlnv
function.
Input:a2m(mod p), p, n, and in
Output:x =a_12m(mod p), where x E [l,p1]
1:(r, k) := AlmMonlnv(a2m) where
r=a_12_m2/c(modp) andn<k<m+ri
2:Ifn<k<mthen
2.1:r := MonPro(r,R2) =(a_12_m2k)(22m)(2_m) =
a_12k(mod p)
2.2:k:=k+m>m
3:r := MonPro(r,R2) =(a_12_m2/)(22m)(2_m) =
a12(mod p)
4:r := MonPro(r,22m_k)= (a_12k)(22m_k)(2_m) =
a_12m(mod p)
5:Return x = r, where x = a_12m(mod p)15
2.5Conclusions and Applications
We have proposed a new definition of the Montgomery inverse, and have given effi-
cient algorithms to compute the classical modular inverse, the Kaliski-Montgomery
inverse, and the new Montgomery inverse. The new algorithms are based on the
almost Montgomery inverse function and require 2 or 3 Montgomery product op-
erations thereafter, instead of using the bit-level operations as in [18].
Table 2.1. Implementation results
BitPhIAlgorithm
Old
Phil
New
Phil
Phil
Spd
All
Spd
160138 Monlnv 30s 9s 3.341.14
s ModInv 85 its 10 its8.501.51
NewMonlnv57 ts 10 its5.701.32
192192 Monlnv 39 ps 11us3.541.14
ps ModInv 128us13 ps9.851.56
NewMonlnv87s13us6.691.36
We have performed some experiments by implementing all three inversion a!-
gorithms using both classical (shift and add) and newly proposed Montgomery
product based Phase II steps. These algorithms were coded using Microsoft Visual
C++ 5.0 development system. The timing results are obtained on a 450-MHz Pen-
tium II processor running the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. In Table 2.1, we
summarize the timing results. The table contains the old and new Phase II timings
(Old Phil and New Phil) in microseconds for operands of length 160 and 192 bits.
The last two columns (Phil Spd and All Spd) give the speedup in Phase II only and
the overall speedup, which illustrates the efficiency of the algorithms introduced.16
An application of the new Montgomery inverse is found in computingeP,where
eis an integer and P is a point on an elliptic curve defined over the finite field
GF(p). This computation requires that we perform elliptic curve point addition
P + Qand doubling P + P = 2P operations, where each point operation requires a
few modular additions and multiplications, and a modular inversion. The inverse
operation is used to compute the variable ) (Y2 x1)1(mod p),
which is required in computing elliptic curve point addition of P =(xi,y1)and
Q = (x, y2)in order to obtain P +Q = (x3, y3).Assuming the input variables
are given in the Montgomery domain, we would like to obtain the result in the
Montgomery domain. If the Kaliski-Montgomery inverse is used, it will compute
the classical inverse which is in the residue (non-Montgomery) domain, and cannot
be readily used in subsequent operations. We need to perform a Montgomery
product withR2(mod p) in order to convert back to the Montgomery domain.
However, with the help of the new Montgomery inverse, we can perform the above
computation in a single step. Since these operations are performed for every bit of
the exponente,the new Montgomery inverse is more efficient and highly useful in
this context.17
Chapter 3
A Scalable and Unified Multiplier Architecture for Finite
FieldsGF(p)andGF(2m)
3.1Introduction
The basic arithmetic operations (i.e., addition, multiplication, and inversion) in
prime and binary extension fields,GF(p)andGF(2m),have several applications
in cryptography, such as decipherment operation of RSA algorithm[44],Diffie-
Heilman key exchange algorithm [8], elliptic curve cryptography[23, 30],and the
Digital Signature Standard including the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algo-
rithm[37].The most important of these three arithmetic operations is the field
multiplication operation since the it is the core operation in many cryptographic
functions.
The Montgomery multiplication algorithm[34]is an efficient method for do-
ing modular multiplication with an odd modulus. The Montgomery multiplication
algorithm is a very useful for obtaining fast software implementations of the multi-
plication operation in prime fields GF(p). The algorithm replaces division operation
with simple shifts, which are particularly suitable for implementation on general-
purpose computers. The Montgomery multiplication operation has been extended
to the finite fieldGF(2k)in[25].Efficient software implementations of the mul-
tiplication operation inGF(2c)can be obtained using this algorithm, particularly
when the irreducible polynomial generating the field is chosen arbitrarily. The main
idea of the architecture proposed in this chapter is based on the observation that
the Montgomery multiplication algorithm for both fieldsGF(p)andGF(2k)are
essentially the same algorithm. The proposed unified architecture performs the
Montgomery multiplication in the fieldGF(p)generated by an arbitrary prime pI
and in the fieldGF(2m)generated by an arbitrary irreducible polynomial p(x). We
show that a unified multiplier performing the Montgomery multiplication operation
in the fieldsGF(p)andGF(2c)can be designed at a cost only slightly higher than
the multiplier for the fieldGF(p),providing significant savings when both types of
multipliers are needed.
Several variants of the Montgomery multiplication algorithm[40, 26, 3]have
been proposed to obtain more efficient software implementations on specific proces-
sors. Various hardware implementations of the Montgomery multiplication algo-
rithm for limited precision operands are also reported[3, 40,iO]. On the other hand,
implementations utilizing high-radix modular multipliers have also been proposed
[40, 28, 46].Advantages and disadvantages of using high-radix representation have
been discussed in[56, 55].Because high-radix Montgomery multiplication designs
introduce longer critical paths and more complex circuitry, these designs are less
attractive for hardware implementations.
A scalable Montgomery multiplier design methodology forGF(p)was intro-
duced in[55]in order to obtain hardware implementations. This design methodol-
ogy allows to use a fixed-area modular multiplication circuit for performing multi-
plication of unlimited precision operands. The design tradeoffs for best performance
in a limited chip area were also analyzed in[55].We use the design approach as
in[55]to obtain a scalable hardware module. Furthermore, the scalable multiplier
described in this chapter is capable of performing multiplication in both types finite
fieldsGF(p)andGF(2k),i.e., it is a scalable and unified multiplier.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized below.
We show that a unified architecture for multiplication module which operates
both inGF(p)andGF(2m)can be designed easily without compromising
scalability, time and area efficiency.
We analyze the design considerations such as the effect of word length, the
number of the pipeline stages, and the chip area, etc., by supplying imple-
mentation results obtained by Mentor graphics synthesis tools.19
We describe the design of a dual-field, scalable adder circuit which is suitable
for the pipeline organization of the multiplier. This adder is necessary for the
final reduction step in the Montgomery algorithm and in the final addition for
converting the result of the multiplication operation (which is in the Carry-
Save form) to the nonredundant form. Naturally, the adder operates both in
GF(p)andGF(2m).We give an analysis of the time and area cost of the
adder circuit.
We start with a short discussion of scalability in§3.2and explain the main idea
behind the unified multiplier architecture in §3.3. We then present the methodology
to perform the Montgomery multiplication operation in both types of finite fields
using the unified architecture. We give the original and modified definitions of
Montgomery algorithm forGF(p)andGF(2m)in §3.4. We discuss concurrency
in the Montgomery multiplication and show the methodology to design a pipeline
module utilizing the concurrency in §3.5. We present the processing unit and the
modifications needed to make the unit operate in prime and binary extension fields
in §3.6. We then provide a multi-purpose word adder/subtractor module in §3.7,
which can be integrated into the main Montgomery multiplier module in order
to perform the field addition and subtraction operations. In §3.8, we discuss the
area/time tradeoffs and suitable choices for word lengths, the number of pipeline
stages, and typical chip area requirements. Finally, we summarize our conclusions
in§3.9.
3.2Scalable Multiplier Architecture
An arithmetic unit is called scalable if it can be reused or replicated in order to
generate long-precision results independently of the data path precision for which
the unit was originally designed. To speed up the multiplication operation, various
dedicated multiplier modules were developed in [46, 1, 35]. These designs operate
over a fixed finite field. For example, the multiplier designed for 155 bits [1] cannot
be used for any other field of higher degree. When a need for a multiplication20
of larger precision arises, a new multiplier must be designed.Another way to
avoid redesigning the module is to use software implementations and fixed precision
multipliers. However, software implementations are inefficient in utilizing inherent
concurrency of the multiplication because of the inconvenient pipeline structure of
the microprocessors being used. Furthermore, software implementations on fixed
digit multipliers are more complex and require excessive amount of effort in coding.
Therefore, a scalable hardware module specifically tailored to take advantage of
the concurrency of the Montgomery multiplication algorithm becomes extremely
attractive.
3.3Unified Multiplier Architecture
Even though prime and binary extension fields,GF(p)andGF(2m),have dissimilar
properties, the elements of either field are represented using almost the same data
structures inside the computer. In addition, the algorithms for basic arithmetic op-
erations in both fields have structural similarities allowing a unified module design
methodology. For example, the steps of the Montgomery multiplication algorithm
for binary extension fieldGF(2m)given in[25]only slightly differ from those of the
integer Montgomery multiplication algorithm [34,26].Therefore, a scalable arith-
metic module, which can be adjusted to operate in both types of fields, is feasible,
provided that this extra functionality does not lead to an excessive increase in area
or a dramatic decrease in speed. In addition, designing such a module must require
only a small amount of extra effort and no major modification in control logic of
the circuit.
Considering the amount of time, money and effort that must be invested in de-
signing a multiplier module or more generally speaking a cryptographic coprocessor,
a scalable and unified architecture which can perform arithmetic in two commonly
used algebraic fields is definitely beneficial. In this chapter, we show the method
to design a Montgomery multiplier that can be used for both types of fields follow-
ing the design methodology presented in[55].The proposed unified architecture21
is obtained from the scalable architecture given in [55] after minor modifications.
The propagation time is unaffected and the increase in chip area is insignificant.
3.4Montgomery Multiplication
Given two integers A and B, and the prime modulus p, the Montgomery multipli-
cation algorithm computes
C = MonMuI(A, B) = A . BR'(mod p), (3.1)
whereR= 2and A, B <p< R,and p is an rn-bit number. The original algorithm
works for any modulus n provided that gcd(n,R)=1.In this chapter, we assume
that the modulus is a prime number, thus, we perform multiplication in the field
defined by this prime number. This issue is also relevant when the algorithm is
defined for the binary extension fields.
The Montgomery multiplication algorithm relies on a different representation
of the finite field elements.The field element Ae GF(p)is transformed into
another elementA E GF(p)using the formulaA= AR(mod p). The numberA
is called Montgomery image of the element, orAis said to be in the Montgomery
domain. Given two elements in the Montgomery domainAand B, the Montgomery
multiplication computes
C= A.B.R'(mod p) =(AR).(B.R).R1(mod p) = C.R (mod p), (3.2)
where C is again in the Montgomery domain. The transformation operations be-
tween the two domains can also be performed using the MonMul function as
A = MonMuI(A, R2) = AR2.R' =A R (mod p),
B =MonMuI(B,R2)=B.R2.R'=B.R(modp),
C = MonMuI(C,1)=CR.R'=C (modp).
Provided thatR2(mod p) is precomputed and saved, we need only a single
MonMul operation to carry out each of these transformations. However, because22
of these transformation operations, performing a single modular multiplication us-
ingMonMulmight not be advantageous, however, there is a method to make it
efficient for a few modular multiplications by eliminating the need for these trans-
formations [38]. The advantage of the Montgomery multiplication becomes much
more apparent in applications requiring multiplication-intensive calculations, e.g.,
modular exponentiation or elliptic curve point operations. In order to exploit this
advantage, all arithmetic operations are performed in the Montgomery domain, in-
cluding the inversion operation [18, 47]. Furthermore, it is also possible to design
cryptosystems in which all calculations are performed in the Montgomery domain
eliminating the transformation operations permanently.
Below, we give bitwise Montgomery multiplication algorithm for obtaining C :=
ABR' (mod p), where A=(am_i,.-.,a1, ao),B(bm_i,--.,bi, b0), and C=
(Cm_i,...,ci,co).
Input: A, BeGF(p) and rn=[log2
Output:C E GF(p)
Stepi: C:=O
Step2:fori=Otom-1
Step3: C:=C+aB
Step4: C:=C+cop
Step 5: C:=C/2
Step 6:if C p then C:=Cp
Step 7: return C
In the case of GF(2m),the definitions and the algorithms are slightly different since
we use polynomials of degree at most m1 with coefficients from the binary field
GF(2) to represent the field elements. Given two polynomials
A(x)=am_lxm_i + am_2xm_2++ a1x + a0
B(x)=bm_ixm_l + bm_2Xm_2 +..+ b1x + b0,
and the irreducible monic degree-rn polynomial
p(x) m +Pmi2 + Pm_2X++ PiX + Po23
generating the field GF(2m), the Montgomery multiplication of A(x) and B(x) is
defined as the field element C(x) which is given as
C(x) = A(x) B(x) R(x)m(mod p(x)). (3.3)
We note that, as compared to Equation (3.1), R(x) = Xm replacesR2m The
representation of Xm in the computer is exactly the same as the representation of
2m i.e.,a single 1 followed by2mzeros. Furthermore, the elements of GF(p) and
GF(2) are represented using the same data structures. For example, the elements
of GF(7) for p = 7 and the elements ofGF(23)for p(x) =x3+x + 1 are represented
in the computer as follows:
GF(7) = {000,001,O1O,O11,100,1O1,11O}
GF(23) ={000,001,O1O,O11,100,1O1,11O,111}
Only the arithmetic operations acting on the field elements differ. The Montgomery
image of a polynomial A(x) is given asA(x)= A(x) xm(mod p(x)). Similarly,
before performing Montgomery multiplication, the operands must be transformed
into the Montgomery domain and the result must be transformed back.These
transformations are accomplished using the precomputed variableR2(x) =
(mod p(x)) as follows:
A(x) = MonMuI(A,R2) = A(x) R2(x) R'(x) = A(x) R(x)(mod p(x)),
B(x)= MonMuI(B,R2) =B(x) .R2(x) .R'(x) =B(x) .R(x)(mod p(x))
C(x) = MonMuI(, 1) =C(x) . R(x) .R1(x)= C(x)(mod p(x))
The bit-level Montgomery multiplication algorithm for the field GF(2m) is given
below:
Input: A(x),B(x) EGF(2m), p(x), and m
Output:C(x)
Step1: C(x) := 0
Step2:fori=Otom-124
Step 3: C(x) := C(x) + aB(x)
Step 4: C(x) := C(x) + cop(x)
Step 5: C(x) := C(x)/x
Step 6: return C(x)
We note that the extra subtraction operation in Step 6 of the previous algorithm is
not required in the case ofGF(2m),as proven in[25].Also, the addition operations
are different. While addition in binary field is just bitwise mod2addition, the
addition inGF(p)requires carry propagation.
Our basic observation is that it is possible to design a unified Montgomery
multiplier which can perform multiplication in both types of fields if an adder
module, equipped with the property of performing addition with or without carry,
is available. The design of an adder with this property is provided in the following
sections.
The algorithms presented in this section require that the operations be per-
formed using full precision arithmetic modules, thus, limiting the designs to a fixed
degree. In order to design a scalable architecture, we need modules with the scal-
ability property. The scalable algorithms are word-level algorithms, which we give
in the following sections.
3.4.1Multiple-Word Montgomery Multiplication Algorithm forCF
The use of fixed precision words alleviates the broadcast problem in the circuit
implementation. Furthermore, a word-oriented algorithm allows design of a scalable
unit. For a modulus of rn-bit precision, e = [rn/w] words (each of which is w bits)
are required. The algorithm proposed in[55]scans the operandB(multiplicand)
word-by-word, and the operand A (multiplier) bit-by-bit. The vectors involved in
multiplication operations are expressed as
B = (B(e_l),
, B(°))
A =(am_i,...,ai,ao)25
p(p(l),
where the words are marked with superscripts and the bits are marked with sub-
scripts. For example, the ith bitofthe kth wordof B isrepresented asB. A
particular rangeofbits in a vectorBfrom position i to j where j > i is represented
as Finally, 0m represents an all-zero vectorofm bits. The algorithm is given
below:
Input: A,B E GF(p)andp
Output: CE GF(p)
Step 1: (TC, TS):= (o,or')
Step 2: (CarryO, Carryl):= (0, 0)
Step3:fori=Otom-1
Step 4: (TC(°),TS(°)):= a2B°) +TC(°)+TS(°)
Step 5: Carryo:=TCJJ0±1
Step 6: TC°:= (TC±20I0)
Step 7: parity := TSQ°
Step 8: (TC(°),TS(°)) := parity .(°)+TC° + TS°)
Step 9: TS,°22O:= TS,1J°211
SteplO:forj=ltoe-1
Step 11: (TC(i),TS(i)):= a2+TC +TS
Step 12: Carryl:=TC21
Step 13: TC2211 :=TC220
Step 14: := Carry0
Step 15: Carry0 := Carryl
Step 16: (TCU), TS(i)):= parity
.p()+TC()+TS()
Step 17: TSI11:= TS
Step 18: TS20 := TS11
Step 19: end for
Step 20:TSI := 0
Step 21:end for
Step 22:C := TC+TS
Step23:ifC>pthen26
Step24:C:=Cp
Step 25:return C
As suggested in [55], we use the Carry-Save form in order to represent the interme-
diate results in the algorithm. The result of an addition is stored in two variables
(TC(i), TS(i)), thus, theycan grow as large as 2'+ 23 which is exactly equal
to the result of the addition of three numbers at the right hand side of equations in
Steps 4, 8, 11, and 16. Recall that TC() and are rn-bit numbers, but TC()
must be seen as a number multiplied by 2 since it represents the carry vector in the
Carry-Save notation. At the end of Step 21, we obtain the result in the Carry-Save
form which needs an extra addition to get the final result in the nonredundant
form. If the final result is greater than the modulus p, one subtraction operation
must be performed as shown in Step 24.
3.4.2Multiple-Word Montgomery Multinlication Algorithm for GF (2m
The Montgomery multiplication algorithm for GF(2m) is given below. Since there is
no carry computation in GF(2m) arithmetic, the intermediate addition operations
are replaced by bitwise XOR operations, which are represented below using the
symbol .
Input: A, BeGF(2m)and p(x)
Output: C EGF(2m)
Step 1: TS := om
Step2:fori=Otom
Step 3: TS°) := aB°TS(°)
Step 4: parity:
Step 5: TS° := parity
.p(°)TS(°)
Step 6: TS°22O:= TSV°211
Step7: forj=ltoe-1
Step 8: TS() := aB()TS()
Step 9: := parity
.p(i)27
Step 10: :=
Step 11: TS20 := TS211
Step 12: end for
Step 13: TSI11:= 0
Step 14:end for
Step 15:C := TS
Step 16:return C
Notice that in the outer ioop the index i runs from 0 tom. Since (m + 1) bits
are required to represent irreducible polynomial ofCF(2m),we prefer to allocate
(m + 1) bits to express the field elements. We can also modify the algorithm for
GF(p)accordingly for sake of uniformity. Therefore, the formula for the number of
words to represent a field element for both cases is givenas e = [(m + 1)/wi where
w is the selected wordsize.
3.5Concurrency in Montgomery Multiplication
In this section, we analyze the concurrency in Montgomery multiplication algo-
rithms as given in the subsections §3.4.1 and §3.4.2. In order to accomplish this
task, we need to determine the inherent data dependencies in the algorithm and
describe a scheme to allow the Montgomery multiplication to be computedon an
array of processing units organized in a pipeline.
We prefer to accomplish concurrent computation of the Montgomery multi-
plication by exploiting the parallelism among the instructionsacross the different
iterations of i-loop of the algorithms, as proposed in [55]. Wescan the multiplier
one bit at a time, and after the first words of the intermediate variables (TC, TS)
are fully determined, which takes two clock cycles, the computation for the second
bit of A can start. In other words, after the inner loop finishes the execution for
j = 0andj = 1in ith iteration of the outer loop, the (i + 1)th iteration of outerJ,xeI
loop starts its execution immediately. The dependency graph shown in Figure 3.1
illustrates these computations.
Figure 3.1. The dependency graph of the Mon Mul algorithm.
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Each circle in the graph represents an elementary computation performed in
each iteration of the j-loop. We observe from this graph that these computationsare
very suitable for pipelining. Each column in the graph represents operations that
can be performed by separate processing units (PU) organized as a pipeline. Each
PU takes only one bit from multiplier A and operateson each word of multiplicand,
B, each cycle. Starting from the second clock cycle, a PU generatesone word of
partial sum T = (TC, TS) in the Carry-Save form at each cycle, and communicates
it to the next PU which adds its contribution to the partialsum, when its turn
comes. After e + 1 clock cycles, the PU finishes its portion of work, and becomes29
available for further computation. In case there is no available PU and there is
work to do, the pipeline must stall and wait for the working PUs to finish their
jobs. Since the PU at the end of the pipeline has no way of communicating its result
to another PU, we need to provide extra buffers for them. In the worst case, which
happens when there is only one PU, there must be 2e extra buffers of w length to
hold these partial sum words. In the last clock cycle of each column, the The PU
responsible for this column must receive) =B(e)= 0.Elementary computations
represented by circles in Figure 3.1 are performed on the same hardware module.
Local control module in the PU must be able to extract TS° and keep this value
for the entire operand scanning. Each PU, in other words, has to obtain this value
and use it to decide whether to add the modulus p to the partial sum. This value
is determined in the first clock cycle of the each stage.
An example of the computation for 7-bit operands is shown in Figure 3.2 for
the word size w = 1 provided that there are sufficient number of PUs preventing
the pipeline to stall. Note that there is a delay of 2 clock cycles between the stage
forx2and the stage for x21. The total execution time for the computation takes
20 clock cycles in this example.
Figure 3.2. An example of pipeline computation for 7-bit operands, where w = 1.
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If there are at least [(e + 1)/21 PUs in the pipeline organization the pipeline
stalls do not take place. For the example in Figure 3.2, less than [8/21 = 4 PUs
cause the pipeline to stall. Figure 3.3 shows what happens if there are only three
PUs available for the same example.
Figure 3.3. An example of pipeline computation for 7-bit operands, illustrating
the situation of pipeline stalls, where w = 1.
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At the clock cycles 7 and 15, the pipeline cannot engage a PU, and thus, it
must stall for 2 extra cycles. At the 9th and 17th cycles, the first PU becomes
available and computation proceeds. We need a buffer of 4-bit length to store the
partial sum bits during the stall. Because the 8 is not a multiple of 3, the last two
pipeline stages perform extra computations. Since it is a pipeline organization, it
is not possible to stop the computations at any time. In [55], these extra cycles
are treated as waste cycles. However, it is possible to perform useful computation
without complicating the circuit. Recall thatC = A B. 2_(mod p) where m is
the number of bits in the modulus p. If we continue the computations in these extra
pipeline cycles, we calculateC = A B2(mod p) where n > m is the smallest31
integer multipleofthe numberof PUsin the pipeline organization. It is always easy
to rearrange the Montgomery settings according to this new Montgomery exponent,
namelyR =272, orR =x7' for the fieldCF(2m)case.
The total computation time, CC (clock cycles), is slightly different from the
one in [55] and is given as
J([1 1)2k+e+1+2(k-1) if(e+1) <2k, -
([1)(e + 1) + 2(k 1) otherwise,
wherek isthe numberof PUsin the pipeline.Notice that the first lineofthe
formula gives the execution time in clock cycles when there are sufficiently many
PUs while the second line corresponds to the case when there are stalls in the
pipeline. At certain clock cycles someofthe PUs become idle, and this affects the
utilizationofthe unit, which can be formulated as
Total number of clock cycles per bit of A xm (e + 1) . m
Total number of clock cycles xk CC . k
Figure 3.4. The performance of multiple units with w =32.
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Figure 3.4 shows (from left to right) the total execution time CC, the speedup
introduced by use of more units over a single unit, and the hardware utilization U
for a range of precision. We prefer to select the wordsize as w = 32 in order to
provide a realistic example, considering that most multi-purpose microprocessors
have 32-bit datapaths.
3.6Scalable Architecture
B
Figure 3.5. Pipeline organization with 2 PUs.
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An example of pipeline organization with 2 PUs is shown in Figure 3.5. An
important aspect of this organization is the register file design. The bits of mul-
tiplier a are given serially to the PUs, and are not used again in later stages and
can be discarded immediately. Therefore, a simple shift register would be sufficient
for the multiplier. The registers for the modulus p and multiplicand B can also be
shift registers. When there is no pipeline stall, the latches between PUs forward the33
modulus and multiplicand to next PU in the pipeline. However, if pipeline stalls
occur, the modulus and multiplicand words generated at the end of the pipeline
enter theSRpandSR Bregisters. The length of these shift registers areof
crucial importance and determined by the numberofpipeline stages(k)and the
number of words(e)in the modulus. By considering thatSRpandSRB
values require one extra register to store the all-zero word needed for the last clock
cycle in every stage (recall that
p(e) B(e)= 0)the length of these registers can
be given as
f e+1-2(k-1) if(e+1)<2k,
L1 = (3.4)
1 otherwise.
The widthofthe shift registers is equal to w, the wordsize.Once the partial
sum (TC, TS) is generated, it is transmitted to the next stage without any delay.
However, we need two shift registers, SR TC andSRTS,to hold the partial
sums from the last stage until the job in the first stage is completed. The length
(L2) ofthe registers TC and TS is equal toL1.
We observe that only at most one wordofeach operand is used in every clock
cycle.This makes different design options possible.Since we intend to design
a fully scalable architecture, we need to avoid restrictions on the operand size
or deteriorationofthe performance. Also we assume that no prior knowledge is
available about the prospective rangeofthe operand precision. Since the length
ofthe shift registers can vary with the precision, designing full-precision registers
within the multiplier might not be a good idea. Instead,one can limit the length
ofthese registers within the chip and use memory for the excessive words. If this
method is adopted, the length of the registers no longer would dependon the
precision and/or the number of stages. The words needed earlier are brought from
memory to the registers first, and the successive groups of words are transferred
during the computation.If the memory transfer rate is not sufficient, however,
pipeline might stall.
The registers for TC, TS,B,and p must have loading capability which can
complicate the local control circuit by introducing several multiplexers (MUX). The34
delay imposed by these MUXes will not create a critical path in the final circuit.
The global control block was not mentioned since its function can be inferred from
the dependency graph and the algorithms.
3.6.1Processing Unit
The processing unit (PU) consists of two layers of adder blocks, which we call
dual-field adders.A dual-field adder is basically a full adder which is capable
of performing addition both with carry and without carry. Addition with carry
corresponds to the addition operation in the fieldGF(p)while addition without
carry corresponds to the addition operation in the fieldGF(2m).We give the
details about the dual-field adder in the next subsection. The block diagram of a
processing unit (PU) for w = 3 is shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6. Processing Unit (PU) with w = 3.
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The unit receives the inputs from the previous stage and/or from the registers
SRA, SRBandSRp, and computes the partial sum words.It delays
p andBfor the first cycle, then, it transmits them to the next stage along with
the first partial sum word (which is ready at the second clock cycle) if there is an
available PU. The data path for partial sum T = (TC, TS) (which is expressed in
the redundant Carry-Save form) is 2w bits long while it is w bits long for p and
Band 1 bit long for a. At the first cycle, the decision to add the modulus to the
partial sum is determined, and this information is kept during the followingeclock
cycles. The computations in a PU fore= 5 are illustrated in Table 3.1 for both
types of fields GF(p) and GF(2m).
Table 3.1. Inputs and outputs of the ith pipeline stage with w = 3 ande= 5 for
both types of fields GF(p) (top) and GF(2m) (bottom).
Cycle No Inputs Outputs
1 TC(°),TS(°), a1,B(°),p(°) (0, TS°); (0, 0); (0, 0)
2 TC('),TS('), a1,B(1),p(l)(TC°, TS1); (TS°, TC°); (TS°, TC°)
3 TC(2),TS(2), a1, p(2)(Tc', TS2); (TS1, TC'); (TS', TC1)
4 TC(3),TS(3), a1, p(3)(TC2, TS3); (TS2, TC2); (TS2, TC2)
5 TC("),TS(4), a1,B(4),p(4)(Tc3, Ts4); (TS3, TC3); (TS3, TG3)
6 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (TC4, 0); (TS4, TC4); (TS4, TG4)
1 TC(°),TS(°), a1,B°),p(0) (0, TS°); (0, 0); (0, 0)
2 TC("),TS('), a,s(1),p(l) (0, Ts'); (TS°, 0); (TS°, 0)
3 TC(2),TS(2), a,B(2),p(2) (0, TS2); (TS1, 0); (TS', 0)
4 TC(3),TS(3), a1,B(3),p(3) (0, TS3); (TS2, 0); (TS2, 0)
5 TC(4),TS(4), a1,B(4),p(4) (0, TS4); (TS3, 0); (TS3, 0)
6 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (0, 0); (TS4, 0); (TS4, 0)
Notice that partial sum words in GF(2m) case are also in the redundant Carry-
Save form. However, one of the components of the Carry-Save representation is
always zero and the actual value of the result is the modulo-2 sum of the two.Since consecutive operations are all additions and the Carry-Save form is already
aligned by the shift and alignment layer, this does not lead toany problem. We
need to recall, however, that one extra addition isnecessary at the end of the
multiplication process.In the next section, we introduce a multi-purpose word
adder/subtractor module which performs this final addition at the cost ofan extra
clock cycle.
3.6.2Dual-Field Adder
Figure 3.7. The dual-field adder circuit.
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Dual-field adder (DFA) shown in Figure 3.7a, as mentioned before, is basicallya
full-adder equipped with the capability of doing bit addition both with and without
carry.It has an input calledFSEL(field select) that enables this functionality.
WhenFSEL = 1,the DFA performs the bit-wise addition withcarry which enables
the multiplier to do arithmetic in the fieldGF(p).WhenFSEL = 0,on the other
hand, the outputC0is forced to 0 regardless of the values of the inputs. The
output S produces the result of bitwise modulo-2 addition of three input values.
At most 2 of 3 input values of dual-field addercan have nonzero values while in
theGF(2m)mode. An important aspect of designing the dual-field adder is not37
to increase the critical path of the circuit which can have an effect on the clock
speed which would be against our design goal. However, a small amount of extra
area can be sacrificed. We show in the following section that this extra area is very
insignificant. Figure 3.7b shows the actual circuit synthesized by Mentor Graphics
tools using the1.2pmCMOS technology.
In the circuit, the two XOR gates are dominant in terms of both area and
propagation time. As in the standard full-adder circuit, the dual-field adder has
two XOR gates connected serially. Thus, propagation time of the dual-field adder
is not larger than that of full adder. Their areas differ slightly, but this does not
cause a major change in the whole circuit.
3.7Multi-purpose Word Adder/Subtractor
Figure 3.8. The word adder for field addition.
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The proposed Montgomery multiplier generates results in the redundant Carry-
Save form, hence we need to perform an extra addition operation at the end of the
calculation to obtain the nonredundant form of the result. Therefore, a field adder
circuit that operates in bothGF(p)andGF(2m)is necessary. A full-precisionadder would increase the critical path delay and the area, and would also be hard
to scale. A word adder of the type given in Figure 3.8 would be suitable forour
implementation since the multiplier generates only one word at each clock cycle in
the last stage of pipeline, thus we need to perform one word addition ata time.
The word adder has two control inputsFSELand A/S, which enable to select
the field(GF(p)orGF(2k))and to choose between the addition and subtraction
when in GF(p) mode, respectively. The adder propagates thecarry bit to the next
word additions while working inGF(p)mode (i.e.,FSEL = 1).Thus, the carry
from a word addition operation is delayed usinga latch and fed back into the
input of the adder for the next word addition at the next clock cycle. In theGF(2m)
mode, the module performs only bitwise modulo-2 addition of two input words and
the A/S input is ineffective. An addition operation of two e-word long numbers
takes e + 1 clock cycles. The last cycle generates thecarry and prepares the circuit
for another operation by zeroing the output of latch. Figure 3.9 showsan example
of addition operation with operands of 3 words.
Figure 3.9. An example of multiprecision addition operation withe = 3.
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We added subtraction functionality in the field GF(p) to the word adder be-
cause the result might be larger than the modulus, and hence one final subtraction
operation is necessary as shown in Step 24 of the algorithm in §3.4.1. We do not
need this reduction in the GF(2m) case.The final subtraction operation takes
place only if the result is larger than the modulus. Thus,a comparison operation,
which can also be performed utilizing the multi-purpose word adder/subtractor,
is required. However, the control circuitry to perform this conditional subtraction
might be complicated, therefore, it might be placed outside of the Montgomery
multiplier unit.
Another reason to include a multi-purpose word adder unit in the multiplier
circuit is the fact that the field addition operation is also needed inmany cryp-
tographic applications. For example, in elliptic curve cryptosystems, the field ad-
dition and multiplication operations are performed successively, hence having the
multiplier and adder in the same hardware unit will decrease the communication
overhead. A word adder that has these properties is synthesized using the Mentor
Graphics tools and the time and space requirements are obtained, whichare given
in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Time and area costs of a multi-purpose word adder forw = 16,32, 64.
bitsizePropagation Time (ns)Area (in NAND gates)
16 6.87 254
32 9.22 534
64 12.55 1128
Finally, Figure 3.10 illustrates what happens in last stage of the pipeline. A pair
of redundant words TSJ) are generated each cycle fore clock cycles. The
word adder can be used to add these pairs in order to obtain the result wordsNote that only one extra cycle is needed to convert the result from the Carry-Save
form to the nonredundant form.
Figure 3.10. Converting the result from the Carry-Save form to the nonredundant
form in the last stage of the pipeline.
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3.8Design Considerations
In [55], an analysis of the area and time tradeoffs is given for the scalable multiplier.
The architecture allows designs with different word lengths and different pipeline41
organizations for varying values of operand precision.In addition, the area can
be treated as a design constraint. Thus, one can adjust the design according to
the given area, and choose appropriate values for the word length and the number
of pipeline stages, in accordance. We give a similar analysis for the scalable and
unified architecture. We are targeting two different classes of ranges for operand
precision:
Highprecision range which includes 512, 768 and 1024, is intended for appli-
cations requiring the exponentiation operation.
. Moderate precision range which includes 160, 192, 224, and 256, is typical for
elliptic curve cryptography.
The propagation delay of the PU is independent of the wordsize w when w is
relatively small, and thus all comparisons among different designs can be made
under the assumption that the clock cycle is the same for all cases.The area
consumed by the registers for the partial sum, the operands, and modulus is also
the same for all designs, and we are not treating them as parts of the multiplier
module.
The proposed scheme yields the worst performance for the case w = m in the
high precision range, since some extra cycles are introduced by the PU in order to
allow word-serial computation, when compared to other full-precision conventional
designs. On the other hand, using many pipeline stages with small wordsize val-
ues brings about no advantage after a certain point. Therefore, the performance
evaluation reduces into finding an optimum organization for the circuit.
In order to determine the optimum selection for our organization, we obtain
implementation results by synthesizing the circuit with Mentor Graphics tools using
1 .2,am CMOS technology. The cell area for a given word size w is obtained as
Au(w) = 48.5w (3.5)
units, and is slightly different from the one found in [55], where the multiplication
factor in the formula is the area cost provided by the synthesis tool for a single bitslice. Note that a 2-input NAND gate takes up 0.94 units of area. In the pipelined
organization, the area of the inter-stage latches is important, which was measured
as
Alatch(W)= 8.32w (3.6)
units. Thus, the area of a pipeline with k processing elements is given as
Apipe(k, w) =(k 1)Alatch(W) +kAii(w) = 56, 82kw8.32w (3.7)
units. For a given area, we are able to evaluate different organizations and select
the most suitable one for our application. The graphs given in Figure 3.11 allow to
make such evaluations for a fixed area of 15,000 gates.
Figure 3.11. Time efficiency for different configurations with a fixed area of 15,000
gates.
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For both moderate and high precision ranges, the number of stages between 5
and 10 are likely to give the best performance. For the high precision cases, fewer
than 5 stages yields very poor performance since the fixed area becomes insufficient
for large wordsizes and the performance degradation due to pipeline stalls becomesa major problem. The small number of stages with very long word sizes seem to
provide a reasonable performance in the moderate range, however, because of the
incompatibility issues about using very long word sizes and inefficiency when the
precision increases, using fewer than 5 stages is not advised. We avoid using many
stages for two reasons:
high utilization of the PUs will be possible only for very high precision, and
. the execution time may have undesirable oscillations.
The behavior mentioned in the latter category is the result of the facts that
. extra stages at the end of the computations, and
there is not a good match between the number of words e and the number of
stagesk,causing a underutilization of stages in the pipeline.
From the synthesis tool we obtained a minimum clock cycle time of 11 nanosec-
onds, which allows to use a clock frequency of up to 90MHz with 1.2pm CMOS.
Using the CMOS technology with smaller feature size, we can attain much faster
clock speeds.It is very important to know how fast this hardware organization
really is when comparing it to a software implementation. The answer to this
would determine whether it is worth to design a hardware module. In general, it
is difficult to compare hardware and software implementations. In order to obtain
realistic comparisons, a processor which uses similar clock cycles and technology
must be chosen. We selected an ARM microprocessor [11] with 80 MHz clock which
has a very simple pipeline. We compare the GF(p) multiplication timing on this
processor against that of our hardware module. We use the same clock frequency
80 MHz for the module of the pipeline organization with w = 32 andk = 7for the
hardware module. On the other hand, the Montgomery multiplication algorithm is
written in the ARM assembly language by using all known optimization techniques
[24, 26]. Table 3.3 shows the multiplication timings and the speedup.Table 3.3. The execution times of hardware and software implementations of the
GF(p)multiplication
precision Hardware (jis)
(80MHz, w= 32, k = 7)
Software (us)
(on ARM with Assembly)
speedup
160 4.1 18.3 4.46
192 5.0 25.1 5.02
224 5.9 33.2 5.63
256 6.6 42.3 6.41
1024 61 570 9.34
3.9Conclusion
Using the design methodology proposed in [55], we obtained a scalable field multi-
plier forGF(p)andCF(2m)in unified hardware module. The methodology can also
be used to design separate modules forGF(p)andGF(2m)which are fast, scalable
and area-efficient. The fundamental contribution of this research is to show that it
is possible to design a dual-field arithmetic unit without compromising scalability,
the time performance and area efficiency. We also presented a dual-field addition
module which is suitable for the pipeline organization of the multiplier. The adder
is scalable and capable of performing addition in both types of fields. Our analysis
shows that a pipeline consisting of several stages is adequate and more efficient
than a single unit processing very long words. Working with relatively short words
diminishes data paths in the final circuit, reducing the required bandwidth.
The proposed multiplier was synthesized using the Mentor tools, and a circuit
capable of working with clock frequencies up to 90 MHz is obtained. Except for the
upper limit on the precision which is dictated only by the availability of memory
to store the operands and internal results, the module is capable of performing
infinite-precision Montgomery multiplication inGF(2m)andGF(p).45
Chapter 4
Efficient Methods for Composite Field Arithmetic
4.1Introduction
Several algorithms for basic arithmetic operations in finite fields, suitable for hard-
ware and software implementations have been recently developed[48, 57, 12, 43,
52, 58, 59].The applications of these algorithms are found in error-correcting codes
and public-key cryptography. In this chapter, we examine the existing methods and
introduce new methods for software implementations of the arithmetic operations
in the Galois fieldGF(2k).The proposed algorithms are suitable for obtaining
high-speed implementations of the field operations on signal processors and micro-
processors.
In this chapter, we consider a subset of the Galois fieldsGF(2k),the so-called
composite fields where the exponent is a composite integer k = nm. It has been
reported that efficient hardware and software implementations can be obtained for
such fields[57, 12, 43, 42]. Twoparticular implementation methods are presented
in[57, 12],where the field elements are represented as polynomialsoflengthin
with coefficients in the ground fieldGF(2).The method in[57]carries out the
field multiplication by first multiplying the input polynomials and reducing the
resulting polynomial by a degree-rn irreducible trinomial. On the other hand, the
Karatsuba-Ofman algorithm is suggested for performing the multiplication opera-
tions in[12].In both implementations, the logarithmic table lookup method is used
for the ground field operations. The ground field is selected as GF(2'6) so that the
coefficients of the elements in the composite representation would fit in a single
computer word, which also makes the size of the logarithmic tables reasonable for
general purpose computers. In order to decrease the complexity of the reductionoperation after the polynomial multiplication, m is selected so that the condition
gcd(16, m) = 1 holds. Unfortunately, this selection limits the possible number of
fields (i.e., the values of k), where we can take the advantage of the composite rep-
resentation. Furthermore, while the size of the lookup tables is still reasonable for
GF(2'6), it would be more efficient to use smaller tables in order to take advantage
of the first level cache in computers.
In this chapter, we improve the methods presented in [57, 12], and explore the
implementation issues for more general cases. We have five main contributions:
1. We introduce new efficient table lookup methods using the values ofnwhich
are not an integer multiple of 8. For example, we can takenas 13, 14, and
15, which provide more combinations ofnand m, and thus, more composite
field implementations with varying efficiency values. This also necessitates a
closer examination of the possible implementations in order to select the most
efficient one.
2. We propose the use of the optimal normal bases (ONB1 and ONB2) in addi-
tion to the polynomial basis for the composite fields. Although the polynomial
basis representation provides faster multiplication methods, the squaring op-
eration in the ONB1 and ONB2 is significantly faster.
3. We propose the use of the new specialized algorithms [27, 54] for multipli-
cation in ONB1 and ONB2, rather than the general purpose Massey-Omura
multiplication algorithm [39]. The resulting methods are very efficient and
provide comparable performance to the polynomial basis.
4. We propose a new and efficient method for inversion in the composite fields
using the optimal normal basis. The new method is based on the extended
Euclidean algorithm, and it is faster than the Itoh-Tsujii method [16].
5. We provide extensive timing results of our implementations for the composite
fields in order to determine whichnand m combinations would give betterperformance. This provides alternative implementations of the fields which
have the same size or the similar size.
4.2Composite Fields
In this section, we summarize relevant properties of the composite fields.Let
GF(2k) denote the binary extention field definedover the prime field GF(2). If
the elements of the set
B1 = {1,a,a2,...,ac_i} (4.1)
are linearly independent, thenB1forms a polynomial basis for GF(2k). Thus, given
an element A EGF(2c), we can write
k-i
A = >aj c, (4.2)
where a0, a1,... ak_ieGF(2) are the coefficients. Once the basis is chosen, the
rules for the field operations (addition, multiplication, and inversion) can be derived.
There are various ways to represent the elements of GF(2c) depending on the
choice of the basis or on the construction method of GF(2'). If k is the product
of two integers as k = nm, then it is possible to derive a different representation
method by defining GF(2k) over GF(2Th). An extension field which is not defined
over the prime field but one of its subfields is known as a composite field.It is
denoted as GF((2Th)m) where GF(2) is known as the ground field over which the
composite field is defined. There is only one finite field of characteristic 2 for a given
degree, and both the binary and composite fields refer to the same field although
their representation methods are different. In order to represent the elements in
the composite field GF((2')m), we can use the basis
I2 ={1,/3,32,. ..,/3m_1}, (4.3)
where fi is the root of a degree m irreducible polynomial whose coefficients are inthe base fieldGF(2).Thus, an element A eGF((2Th)m)can be written as
rn-i
A (4.4)
i=O
where a, a,...,a_1EGF(2').Since the coefficients in the composite field rep-
resentation are no longer in the prime field, we need to know how to calculate in
the ground fieldGF(2).The ground field operations are carried out using pre-
calculated logarithmic lookup tables in composite field applications, and thus, the
selection of the basis for the ground field is not important. However, in order to
construct the logarithmic tables, we need to find a primitive element inGF(2Th)
4.3Arithmetic in the Ground Field
The logaritmic table lookup method for performing arithmetic inGF(2Th)for small
values of n is a well-known method [13, 57,12].A primitive element g EGF(2)
is selected to serve as the generator of the fieldGF(2),so that an element A in
this field can be written as a power of g as A where 0 < i <2' 1.Then,
we compute the powers of the primitive element asfor i = 0, 1,...2' 1,and
obtain2pairs of the form (A, i).
We construct two tables sorting these pairs in two different ways: the log
table sorted with respect to A and the alog table sorted with respect to i. For
example, for i = 5 and A =g5,we have log[A] = 5 and alog[5] = A. These tables are
then used for performing the field multiplication, the squaring, and the inversion
operations. The tables are particularly very useful in software implementations.
Given two elements A, BE GF(2Th)),we perform the multiplication C = AB as
follows:
1.i := log[A]
2. j:= log[B]
3.k:=i+j(mod2'-1)
4. C := alog[k]I!J
This is due to the fact that CAB gig3 gi+Jmod2_l.The ground field
multiplication requires three memory access, a single modular addition operation
with modulus 21. The squaring of an element A is slightly easier: only two
memory access operations are required for computing C = A2, as illustrated below:
1.i := log[A]
2. k := 2i(mod 2 1)
3. C := alog[k]
Similarly, the inversion of an element A is computed using the property C = A-' =
9g', which requires two memory access operations:
1.i := log[A]
2. k := 272 1
3. C := alog[k
In order to speed the ground field operations, particularly the multiplication
and the addition operations, we propose two improvements:
. The use of the extended alog table.
The extended alog table eliminates the modular addition operation in the
multiplication (Step 3) and the squaring (Step 2) operations. The extended
alog table is of length 2'1 which is about the twice the length of the
standard alog table.It contains the values (k,gk)sorted with respect to
the index k, where k = 0, 1, 2,...2n+12.Since the values of i andjin
Step 1 and 2 of the multiplications are in the range [0, 21], the range
ofk = i + j is[0, 2'2]. Therefore, there is no need for computing the
modular addition operation, and the ground field multiplication operation is
simplified as follows:50
1.i := log[A]
2. j := log[B]
3.k:=i+j
4. C := extended-alog[k]
Similarly, the squaring operation is given as
1.i := log[A}
2. k2i
3. C := extended-alog[k]
The penalty paid for gaining the improved performance is the size of the
extended alog table. It is twice the size of the standard alog table.
There is no particular reason to use the extended table for the inversion
operation since k = 1i is still in the range [0, 2 1].
. The use ofnvalues other than 8 or 16.
The previous methods sugguest that we take ii as 8 or 16 [13, 57]. We propose
to use other values ofn,particularly,n= 13, 14, 15 which are more useful for
general purpose computer implementations. Since it is recommended to have
relatively primenand m, we obtain more composite fields with these choices
ofn.Furthermore, when we selectnas 13, 14, or 15, we can also limit the
size of the extended alog table to still fewer than 216 words. Since the size
is given as 2n+11, the largest table becomes of 215+11 = 2161 words.
We do not recommend the use of the extended alog table forn= 16 since
in this case the length of the extended alog table becomes 2171 = 131, 071
words or 262, 142 bytes which may be considered excessive (may not fit most
caches).51
4.4Polynomial Basis Representation of Composite Fields
The elements ofGF((2n)m)are treated as rn-dimensional vectors overGF(2)in
the composite field representation.Since the coefficients in this representation
are ri-bit words, it is more advantageous for implementation on microprocessors,
particularly whennis selected properly. In our implementation, we use the ground
fields of degrees 13, 14, 15, and 16. Therefore, 16-bit computer words are sufficient
to store the coefficients, however, we do not utilize a few bits in the most significant
positions of the computer word. This is not a significant loss, but it can cause the
number of words to represent composite field elements to increase, especially when
ii = 13. Since the arithmetic operations have to handle more words this can slow
down the implementation. Using smaller lookup tables, on the other hand, will
have better performance due to the localization of the memory access.
In the polynomial basis implementation, an irreducible polynomial of degree
m with coefficients fromGF(2)is chosen to perform arithmetic operations in
GF((2')m).An m-th degree polynomial which is irreducible overGF(2)is also
irreducible overGF(2)if gcd(ri, m) = 1. Since we use both even and odd numbers
between 13 and 16 for ri such selections ofnand m do not limit m to odd numbers
as in[57].We tabulate all possible composite field degrees between 160 and512for
= 13, 14,15,16 in Table 4.1. The rule for obtaining Table 4.1 is as follows:
gcd(n, m) = 1 and ri [13,16]and rim [160, 512].
These are the composite fields for which we can produce efficient implementa-
tions by selecting the aforementioned values ofn.This gives much more composite
fields than we can obtain by usingn= 16 only.
The use of the composite field representation substantially speeds up the re-
duction operation following the polynomial multiplication operation. The reduc-
tion operation can be accelerated even further if an irreducible trinomial or pen-
tanomial is used. It is established that for each integer m [2,10000] there exists
either an irreducible trinomial or pentanomial[51].In our implementation, we52
performed arithmetic in the composite fields using the polynomial basis similar
to [57] whenever the field polynomial is an irreducible trinomial. However, when
there does not exist an irreducible trinomial for a particular degree of m, we used
an irreducible pentanomial. It is observed that the performance is still good for
pentanomials.
We give the timing results for the field operations in Table 4.2 for a subset of
the composite fields enumerated in Table 4.1. As can be observed from Table 4.2,
the advantage of using the values of n other than 16 is apparent. For example, while
the multiplication for(n,m) = (16, 15) takes 14.1 microseconds, it takes only 10.8
microseconds for(n,m) = (15, 16). Since lookup tables forn =15 are smaller than
those forn= 16, the memory access times are shorter, hence the multiplication is
faster.
4.5Optimal Normal Basis Representation of Composite
Fields
A normal basis for the binary field GF(2k) is given as
B= {,
2 22
with the property that the elements ofBare linearly independent. There exists at
least one normal basis for GF(2k) for every positive integer k. The normal basis
representations have the computational advantage that the squaring of an element
can be performend by a circular shift. On the other hand, the multiplication of two
distinct elements requires a more complicated circuit, whose complexity is reduced
only for a subset of normal bases, called the optimal normal bases [31].
There exists two types of the optimal normal bases which are historically named
as the optimal normal basis of type 1 (ONB1) and the optimal normal basis of type
2 (ONB2). There are 117 and 319 m values in the range m E [2, 2001], such that
the field GF(2m) has an optimal normal basis of type 1 and type 2, respectively
[31]. the ONB2 is more abundant, thus, this representation is much more useful.53
Table 4.1. Composite field degrees (165 < k < 512) using the polynomial basis.
rimrim ri.mnmnmnmnmrim
13141821413182 15111651611176
15195 15210 14210 13208
16208 17238 16240 15240
17221 19266 17255 17272
18234 23322 19285 19304
19247 25350 22330 21336
20260 27378 23345 23368
21273 29406 26390 25400
22286 31434 28420 27432
23299 33462 29435 29464
24312 31465 31496
25325 32480
27351 34510
28364
29377
30390
31403
32416
33429
34442
35455
36468
37481
3849454
Table 4.2. The timings in microseconds for the polynomial basis
n rnk = nmSquaringMultiplicationInversion
1314 182 1.29 7.6 29
15 195 1.28 8.6 32
16 208 1.70 9.6 36
18 234 1.56 12.1 43
23 299 1.84 18.6 66
28 364 2.23 24.4 93
29 377 2.30 25.9 99
30 390 2.38 27.6 104
33 429 2.40 32.9 125
35 455 2.49 36.4 137
36 468 2.58 38.3 148
38 494 2.97 43.1 164
1413 182 1.53 7.4 28
15 210 1.37 9.1 35
19 266 2.02 14.2 53
23 322 1.97 19.4 72
27 378 2.73 25.7 96
29 406 2.46 28.2 109
33 476 2.66 35.6 137
1511 165 1.20 5.8 23
13 195 1.59 7.6 29
14 210 1.44 8.4 33
16 240 1.88 10.8 42
19 285 2.08 14.6 55
23 345 2.05 19.9 75
26 390 2.75 24.4 10055
Table 4.2: The timings in microseconds for the polynomial basis(cont.)
n rnrimSquaringMultiplicationInversion
1528420 2.49 27.2 107
29435 2.57 29.0 113
31465 2.34 33.2 127
34510 2.63 38.7 151
1611176 1.44 8.9 30
13208 1.79 11.0 40
15240 1.79 14.1 50
23368 2.60 31.0 97
27432 3.25 42.1 127
29464 2.90 46.5 144
31496 3.30 54.9 164
The composite field elements can be represented using optimal normal bases
when there exists an ONB1 or ONB2 for GF(2m) in the setting GF((2)m). As long
as gcd(n, m) = 1, a linearly independent set which forms an optimal normal basis
for a binary field GF(2rn) also forms an optimal normal basis for the composite
field GF((2)m). The element A in the composite field can be written as
rn-i
A= >AfJ
i=O
(4.6)
whereA2 EGF(2). Since the degree-rn normal polynomial is also a normal poly-
nomial in GF((2')m), every algorithm for performing arithmetic in the binary field
for the normal bases also works in the composite field without any modification.
In Table 4.3, we enumerate all possible composite fields expressed using the
ONB1 and ONB2 for 160 < rirn <512, where the ground field is taken as GF(2)
for n = 13, 14, 15, 16. As expected, we have more composite fields expressed in
ONB2 than in ONB1 in this range.56
Table 4.3. Composite field degrees (160 < k < 512) using the ONB1 and ONB2
ONB1 ONB2
rimnm ri rnrim
1318234 1314182
28364 18234
36468 23299
1528420 29377
30390
33429
35455
1423322
29406
33462
1511165
14210
23345
26390
29435
1611176
23368
2946457
The rule for obtaining Table 4.3 is as follows:
. ONB1 for GF((2)m): An ONB1 exists for GF(2m) and gcd(n,m) = 1 and
E[13,16] and nmE[160, 512].
. ONB2 for GF((2)m): An ONB2 exists for GF(2m) and gcd(n,m) = 1 and
ri[13,16] and nmE[160, 512].
In the following, we present the squaring, multiplication, and inversion algo-
rithms for the optimal normal bases, which are used in obtaining the composite
field implementations. The Massey-Omura [39] algorithm can be used for multipli-
cation of elements represented using the ONB1 and ONB2, however, there are also
specialized algorithms [27, 54]. We promote the use of these specialized algorithms
for the multiplication operation in the composite fields.
4.5.1Squaring in ONB1 and ONB2
The squaring in a normal basis is simply a bitwise circular shift of the binary vector.
For the composite fields, the squaring is performed using a circular word shift after
each word is squared in the ground field GF(2) using the lookup tables.This
squaring operation is significantly more efficient than the one in the polynomial
basis because it does not require a modular reduction.Let AEGF((2n)m) be
represented using an rn-dimensional vector as
A =(A0, A1,.. ., Am_i), (4.7)
where AEGF(2Th) for i = 0, 1,..., m1. Using the property I3= /3, we obtain
A2as follows:
rn-i rn-i
A2=(A/3)2 = AI32
i=0 i=0
(A2A2 A2 .A_3,A2). rn-i 0,1,",4.5.2Multiplication in ONB1
We use the algorithm proposed in [27] in our implementation. Here we give a brief
description of this multiplication algorithm. An ONB1 is generated by an element
/3 E GF((2m)) of order p = in + 1. Since 2 is primitive modulo p, the set which is
the basis for the ONB1 representation
is equivalent to the set
N
(/3/32/322 /32m-1) (4.8)
M=(3,
/3233 /3rn_1) (4.9)
The setMis called the shifted polynomial basis, and its field polynomial is an
irreducible all-one-polynomial [27]. Furthermore, M is obtained fromNby a per-
mutation. Let the field elementAE GF((2')m) be expressed in ONB1 as
rn-i
A A322. (4.10)
We can also expressAin the shifted polynomial basis as
rn-i
A A13 . (4.11)
The conversion between them is established using the following permutation P:
A(2_1)(mod rn+i) =
A2fori = 0, 1,..., m 1 . (4.12)
The multiplication in the ONB1 reduces to the polynomial multiplication taking
advantage of the arithmetic with an irreducible all-one-polynomial [27].
1. Obtain the shifted polynomial representation ofAand B using permutation
2. Perform the polynomial multiplication and obtain C.
3. Apply inverse permutation Pto C and obtain the result in the ONB1.59
Since the permutation gives shifted polynomial representation of A and B, we need
to perform an extra correction in Step 2 of the algorithm. Let A, B e GF((2Th)m)
be represented in the shifted polynomial basis as A =(A0, A,...,Am_i) and B =
(E0,E1,...,Bm_i). After the multiplication operation, the result is obtained as
F=AB//32, and represented in polynomial base as follows:
FF0+ F1fi +F22 +... +Fmifimi
In order to obtain the correct result, we first multiply F by
32(i.e., we shift F two
words to the left), and obtain
EF0/2+F1fi3+ ... +Fmifim+l
However, the result is still not in the shifted polynomial basis since the weight of
the term Fm_i is 13m+1, which needs to be reduced using the relation
Therefore, after the correction operation, we obtain the shifted polynomial repre-
sentation of the result as
C = Fm_i/3 + (Fm_i + F0)fi +... + (Fm_i + Fm_2)/3m
We then need to apply the inverse permutation Pto C, and obtain the final
result expressed in ONB1.
4.5.3Multiplication in ONB2
We used the multiplication algorithm proposed in [54] in this case.Since this
algorithm is not published, we will provide a description. It is somewhat similar to
the algorithm described in the previous section. It also requires a basis conversion
from the ONB2 to a new type of basis. However, the new basis is not a polynomial
basis, and the multiplication in this new basis is more complicated. An ONB2 for
the field GF((2)m) is constructed using the normal element 3 = 'y +y1where'y is a primitive (2m + 1)th root of unity, i.e. 2m+1= 1 and 1 for any
1 < i < 2in + 1.It turns out that an ONB2 can be constructed if p = 2m + 1 is
prime and also if either of the following two conditions holds:
. 2 is primitive modulo p
p3(mod 4) and 2 generates the quadratic residues modulop [31].
An elementAE CF((2r)rn) is represented using the ONB2
2m-1 2m-1 N={fi fi2 ,fi2m_1}= { +
2+
2,22+
7_22,
+ y }
as follows:
A = A0 + Al2 +... +Am2ml.
A basis element can be written as= 'y + yi for j E [1, 2m] following the fact
that 2 is primitive modulo p. The set
M={ + 1,+
2,73+ +7m}
is a permutation of the ONB2 basis N, hence forms another basis for GF((2)m)
ThenAE GF((2)m) is expressed in the new basis M as
AA0/31+A132++ Am i/3m
where /3= y2 +-y. The conversion from one representation to the other involves
only a permutation, which can be given in terms of coefficientsA3= A as
i
{k(2m+1)k
if k E [1,m]
ifkE[m+1,2rn]
where k2i1(mod p) for i = 1, 2,, in.The multiplication in basis M is
performed using the formulae which were derived in [54]. LetA, BE GF((2Th)m)
are represented in M as
m m
A=>A/3andB=B/3.
i=1 i=i61
Then, the product C=AB can be calculated using C = C1 + D1 + D2, where
Cl=
1i,jm
rn rn-i
=
i=l j=1
m ii
D2= A8+
i=1 j=m-i+1
Then, the ONB2 representation of the result is obtained using the inversepermu-
tation.
4.5.4Inversion in ONB1 and ONB2
The Itoh-Tsujii algorithm [16] for inversion in the binary fields using the normal
bases is also suggested for the composite fields using the polynomial basis in [12].
The algorithm reduces the inversion problem in the composite field to the inversion
in the ground field GF(2'). However, it requires several field multiplications, and
the number of these multiplications increases as m gets larger. On the other hand,
the inversion algorithm for the polynomial basis described in [57] isvery efficient,
and it is possible to apply the same algorithm to calculate the inversion of the
composite field elements expressed in a normal basis.In order to modify this
algorithm for composite normal basis, an element given in the normal basis is
transformed to the polynomial basis using the field polynomial of the normal basis.
Although the field polynomial of the normal basis may havemany non-zero terms,
this is not a disadvantage since using a field polynomial which is nota trinomial or
pentanomial does not slow down the inversion operation. The inversion operation
is performed on the transformed element, and finally the result is mapped back into
the normal basis. Although transformation and inverse transformation operations
seem to complicate the calculation, our experimental results show that even for
rn = 11, which requires only four multiplications, we obtain better results with the
latter algorithm.62
The inversion algorithm in polynomial basis is based on the extended Euclidean
algorithm, which can be given as follows:
Input: AeGF((2"m) and P (the irreducible field polynomial)
Output: B E CF((2)m) such that AB = 1(mod P)
1. Initialize polynomials B := 1, C := 0, F := A, and C := P
2. ifF = 1 then returnBF'
3. if deg(F) <deg(G) then exchange F & G and exchangeB & C
4.5 := deg(F)deg(G)
5. a =Fdeg(F)Gdeg(G)
6. F := F + axC andB := B+ ax8C
7. Go to Step 2
We implemented the Itoh-Tsujii and the extended Euclidean algorithms in the
C language, and obtained some timing results using the Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0
on a 450-MHz Pentium II based PC running Windows NT 4.0. The timing values
given in Table 4.4 are in microseconds. As can be observed from Table 4.4, the
extended Euclidean algorithm is much faster when the subfield degree is large since
the length of F decreases in each iteration.
In order to apply the polynomial inversion algorithm for optimal normal bases,
the elements represented in the optimal normal basis need to be converted to the
polynomial basis.The polynomial basis constructed using the field polynomial
of the normal basis provides considerable advantage for this conversion because
only XOR and assignment operations are required during the conversion. The field
polynomials for the ONB1 bases are irreducible all-one-polynomials. On the other63
Table 4.4. The inversion timings in microseconds
nrnnmjjItoh-TsujiiExtended Euclid
1314182 62 29
18234 108 45
1511165 33 22
14210 64 34
1611176 44 27
hand, the field polynomials for the ONB2 can be computed using the following
recursion:
fo(x)=1
fi(x)x+1
f(x)=xf_1(x) + fn-2 for n 2 (4.13)
More information about field polynomials of optimal normal basescan be found in
[31]. The change of basis matrix which allowsus to perform the conversion between
optimal normal basis and polynomial basis can be calculated using the algorithms
given in [14, pages 37-39].
We now give an example in order to illustrate the use of a polynomial basis
inversion algorithm in an optimal normal basis. Let A E GF((2)") be expressed
in the ONB2 as
A=A0fi + A1fi2 + A2fi22 ++A1021O,
where gcd(n, 11)=1. We first compute the field polynomial for GF((2)11) using
the recursion (4.13), and obtain it as
fii(x)=x"+x'°+x8+x4+x3+x2+iLet the polynomial representation of A be
A =A0+ A1a +A2a2 +..- +A10a'0
where a is a root of f11(x). We then use the field polynomial and the algorithm
in [14] in order the obtain the change of basis matrices between the polynomial
basis and the ONB2. We summarize the final change of basis formulae below. The
conversion from the ONB2 representation to the polynomial is performed using:
A0=A0
A1=
A2= A1+A7+A9+A10
A3= A6+A8
A4=
A5= A4+A5+A10
A6 =
A7 =A4+A5
A8 =A3+A10
A9 =A5+A10
A10=
The conversion from the polynomial representation to the ONB2 representation is
performed using:
A0= A1+A3+A7+A10
A1= A2+A6+A0
A2= A4+A0
A3= A8+A0
A4= A7+A9+A0
A5= A9+A065
A6=A5+A7+A0
A7=A10+A0
A8=A3+A5+A7+A0
A9=A6+A10+A0
A10=A0
4.6Implementation Results and Conclusions
In order to test the proposed methods, we wrote test routines in the C language,
and obtained the timing results using the Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0on a 450-MHz
Pentium II based PC running Windows NT 4.0. All timing values given in Tables
4.2, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, are in microseconds.
Table 4.5. The timings in microseconds for the ONB1
ninrimSquaringMultiplication]Inversion]
1318234 0.96 13.21 46
28364 1.33 28.50 98
36468 1.60 44.80 149
1528420 1.65 32.26 114
The timing results for the polynomial basis implementation of thecompos-
ite fields are given in Table 4.2. The squaring, multiplication, and the inversion
methods are the same as in [57] except that we allow irreducible trinomials and
pentanomials while the methods in [57] cover only irreducible trinomials. Table 4.2
clearly illustrates the advantage of using the subfields other than GF(2'6). Forex-
ample, the multiplication operation in GF((2'6)13) takes 11.0 microseconds, while
it takes only 9.6 microseconds for GF((2'3)'6). Since the lookup tables forn = 13Table 4.6. The timings in microseconds for the ONB2
ri innmSquaringMultiplicationInversion
1314182 0.73 12.37 29
18234 0.86 21.93 45
23299 1.04 26.81 70
29377 1.23 43.00 106
30390 1.27 43.18 113
33429 1.38 55.21 135
35455 1.45 61.82 153
1423322 1.18 28.45 73
29406 1.42 46.34 118
33462 1.57 59.22 148
1511165 0.78 8.31 22
14210 0.89 13.70 34
23345 1.28 35.27 76
26390 1.48 36.75 94
29435 1.51 47.55 124
1611176 1.01 10.38 27
23368 1.73 38.16 100
29464 2.12 59.71 15467
are smaller than those for n = 16, the memory access times are shorter, and thus,
the multiplication is faster.
The squaring algorithm for the ONB1 and ONB2 was described in4.5.1. Its
timing values are tabulated in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The multiplication algorithms for
the ONB1 and ONB2 were described in §4.5.2 and §4.5.3, respectively, which are
based on the previously developed methods reported in [27, 54]. Both algorithms
use a permutation to convert the elements expressed in the optimal normal basis
to the polynomial basis (actually, to a basis similar to the polynomial basis), and
perform the multiplication operation in the polynomial basis using these specialized
algorithms, and the convert the result back to the optimal normal basis.
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Figure 4.1. Squaring timings in microseconds.
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Precision (bits)The inversion method we proposed in §4.5.4 for the composite fields is an
alternative to the well-known Itoh-Tsujii [16] algorithm. Our method performs the
inversion of an element expressed in ONB1 or ONB2 by first converting it to the
polynomial basis using the field polynomial of the optimal normal basis.It then
uses the extended Euclidean algorithm to obtain the inverse of the given element in
the polynomial basis. The result is converted back to the optimal normal basis. The
field polynomial is an all-one-polynomial for the ONB1 and a random polynomial
for the ONB2. The type of the field polynomial makes a difference only in the
conversions between the optimal normal basis and the polynomial basis: there will
be more additions (XORs) for the ONB2 case in general. The performance of the
extended Euclidean algorithm is the same for any field polynomial. We compare
the timings of the Itoh-Tsujii algorithm and the extended Euclidean algorithm in
Table 4.4, which shows that even though the overhead of the conversions slows
down the inversion operation, the extended Euclidean algorithm as proposed for
the composite fields is still faster than Itoh-Tsujii algorithm; in some cases it is
more than twice faster. Thus, we used the extended Euclidean in the rest of our
implementation. The inversion timings given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 are obtained
using the extended Euclidean algorithm.
In Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we illustrate the squaring, multiplication, and
inversion timings together in order to compare the performance of these three bases.
We clearly see from these figures that the squaring operation in the ONB1 and
ONB2 is much faster than in the polynomial basis since the reduction is avoided.
On the other hand, the multiplication operation is slower for the ONB1 and ONB2,
however, it is not significantly slower. When we compare the inversion operation
in these three bases, we notice that their timings are very close to one another.
Between the ONB1 and ONB2, we also see that the ONB2 is more advantageous
since it provides more composite fields in the specified range [160, 512] as it can be
seen in Table 4.3.Chapter
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There has been a growing interest to develop hardware and software methods for
implementing the finite field arithmetic operations particularly for cryptographic
applications[48, 57, 43, 52, 58, 59].In order to obtain efficient implementations,
the computations are often performed in bases other than the standard polynomial
basis for the fieldGF(2k).Thus, we are often faced with the basis conversion
problems between two different implementations of the same field. For example,
two such conversion problems were addressed recently[21, 20, 19].
A particularly interesting case occurs when the fieldGF(2k)is a composite
field, i.e.,kis not a prime and can be written ask =nm. It has been observed
that efficient hardware and software implementations can be obtained for such
fields[57, 43].Thus, instead of performing the computations in the binary field,
it is more efficient to implement the composite field to perform the computations.
This methodology requires that we construct the composite field by suitably select-
ingnandm,and also by finding an irreducible polynomial to generate the field
GF((2n)m).Furthermore, efficient methods are needed for conversion of elements
between the binary and composite fields. The general methodology for construct-
ing composite fields is well established[4].The conversion problem between the
composite and binary fields and the selection of a suitable primitive element was
addressed [41]. In this work, Paar derives the conversion matrix between the fields
GF(2k)andGF((2Th)m)which are already known (fixed) by their generating poly-
nomials [41].
In this chapter, we examine a slightly different problem: we constructcom-
posite fieldGF((2)m)given the binary fieldGF(2c),assuming the generating71
polynomial of the composite field was not fixed or given a priori. We introduce
practical algorithms for constructing the field CF((2)m) and for obtaining the
conversion matrix given the binary field GF(2c). We also give efficient conversion
algorithms for the case gcd(n, m) = 1, which do not require the storage of the con-
version matrix. Our approach requires the use of a primitive element in GF(2c) in
order to construct the composite field GF((2Th)m). However, variations are possible,
for example, a non-primitive element can also be used. Furthermore, we show how
to construct the composite field with a special irreducible generating polynomial,
e.g., a trinomial, a pentanomial, or an equally-spaced-polynomial.
5.1Fundamentals
Let GF(2') denote the binary extension field defined over the prime field GF(2).
In order to construct GF(2') and represent its elements, we need an irreducible
polynomial p(x) of degree k whose coefficients are in GF(2).If a is a root of
p(x), then the setB1 ={1, a,a2,...a''} forms a basis for the field GF(2k). An
element A of GF(2k) can be expressed as A =>Ii where a E GF(2) for
j = 0, 1,..,k1. The row vector (ao,a1,. ..,ak_i) is called the representation of
the element A in the basis B1. Once the basis is selected, the rules for the field
operations, e.g., addition, multiplication, and inversion, can be derived.
There are various ways to represent the elements of GF(2c), depending on the
choice of the basis or the particular construction method. If k is the product of two
integers as k = mn, then it is possible to derive a different representation method
by defining GF(2') over the ground field GF(2). An extension field defined over
a subfield ofGF(2k) other than the prime field GF(2) is knownas the composite
field. We will use GF((2)m) to denote the composite field.Since there is only
one field with2k elements, both the binary and thecomposite fields refer to this
same field. However, their representation methods are different, and it is possible
to obtain one representation from the other.72
The field GF(2m) over which the composite field is defined is called the ground
field.Since the composite field is defined over GF(2m), we need an irreducible
polynomial of degree m with coefficients in the ground field GF(2m). Let q(x) be
an irreducible polynomial of degree m defined over GF(2m). Ifis a root of q(x),
then the setB2 ={1, 3, 3m_1} formsa basis for GF((2m)m). An element
AeGF((2m)m) can be written as A= where aEGF(2m). The
row vector (as, ai,. ..,a_1)is the composite field representation of A in the basis
B2. The coefficients in the composite field representation are in the ground field
GF(2m), and thus, we need to be able to perform field operations in GF(2m) in
order to perform field operations in GF((2n)m). Therefore, we need an irreducible
polynomial r(x) of degree n over GF(2) in order to construct the ground field
GF(2m). If 'y is a root of r(x), then the setB3 ={1,,
72,.7fl1}is a basis
for GF(2), thus, an element aCF(2) can be written as a=>J where
a2 EGF(2). The row vector(a0, a1,. ..,a1)represents the element aEGF(2')
in the basisB3.
In some cases, it is important to distinguish the elements of a subfield within a
field or compute the order of an element. We will make use of the following results
from [31, 29].
. If aeGF((r)m), then a"EGF(2m), where r = (2mm1)/(21).
. Let the order of a be denoted by ord(a). Then, the order of aT is found as
ord(a") =
ord(a)
gcd(r, ord(a))
5.2Construction of the Composite Field
The proposed construction method depends on the availability of a primitive ele-
ment in GF(2c). We make use of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Let a be a primitive element in GF((2m)m), then= aT is a prim-
itive element in GF(2m), where r = (2fl1)/(21).73
Proof 1 Since a is a primitive element in GF((2)m), its order is ord(a) = 2flm_ 1.
The order of the element= ccan be computed as
ord('y) =ord(a1) =
ord(a)
gcd(ord(a),r)
2-1in this expression, we obtain Substituting ord(a) = 2' 1 and r 2-1
2nm1 2nm-1
ord('y)= == 2-1. 2nm_1\ 2''-i gcd(2nm1,2-1 ) 2-1
Since ord('-y) = 2'1, we conclude that 'y is a primitive element in the subfield
GF(2). 0
Let GF((2')m) be an extension field of GF(2') and aeGF((2)m). The set of
the elements
2' 22 C={a,a ,a,...,a } (5.1)
is called the conjugates of a with respect to GF(2). The conjugates of a are
not necessarily distinct elements of GF((2)m). Every element a E GF((2)m) is
associated with a monic irreducible polynomial whose coefficients are in one of the
subfields of GF((2Th)m). This polynomial is called the minimal polynomial of a and
will be denoted by m(x). The conjugates of a E GF((2')m) are distinct if and
only if the minimal polynomial of a over GF(2) is of degree m. If all conjugates
of a with respect to GF(2) are distinct, then the minimal polynomial of a can be
given as
227 2(m-1)n m(x) = (x + a)(x + a2)(x + a) ..+ a ). (5.2)
The polynomial m (x) is an irreducible polynomial of degree m with coefficients
in G(2). These definitions of the conjugates and the minimal polynomial of an
element of the composite field are given with respect to a subfield of the composite
field.If the prime field GF(2) is taken as the the subfield, then we obtain the
definitions of the conjugates and minimal polynomial of an element in the binary
field GF(2c). For example, let GF(2c) be the binary field with k= nm and a be74
primitive element in GF(2k), then the conjugates of a and its minimal polynomial
can be given as
2 22 2(k-1)
C'-(a,a,a,. . .,a
)
, (5.3)
m'(x) = (x +a)(x +a2)(x +a22)(x +a). (5.4)
The polynomials m (x) and m'a (x) are the minimal polynomials of the same element
awith respect to the subfields GF(2) and GF(2), respectively. Ifais a primitive
element, then its conjugates with respect to both subfields are distinct. Therefore,
ma(x) is an irreducible polynomial of degree m whose coefficients are from GF(2').
Similarly, m' (x) is an irreducible polynomial of degree k whose coefficients are from
GF(2). Given the binary field GF(2') and the minimal polynomial m(x), we use
mc(x) to construct the field GF((2')m).
5.3Derivation of the Conversion Matrix
In this section, we show the derivation of the general conversion matrix from the
composite field to the binary field representation. Let p(x) be a degree-k primitive
polynomial defined over GF(2) andabe a root of p(x). We construct the field
GF(2c) using p(x), whereais used to obtain the basis
B1 ={1, a,a2,.. .
Here p(x) is the minimal polynomial of a with respect to GF(2). To obtain the
composite field representation, we will obtain the minimal polynomial of a with
respect to GF(2'). We denote this polynomial by q(x), which is given as
22 q(x)=(x+a)(x+a")(x+a )(x+a). (5.5)
We use q(x) to construct the field GF((2')m) defined over GF(2'), where the basis
is
B2 ={1, a,a2,. ..am_l}75
Using the basesBand B2, we obtain two different representations of the element
Aas
BasisB1:A =TJ aci,ae GF(2)
Basis B2: A = >J' ,aE GF(2')
To obtain the conversion rule between these two representations of the field, we
construct the basis of representation of the ground fieldGF(2n)in a special way.
To obtain a basis, we select the constant coefficient 'y of the minimal polynomial
q(x) with respect to the field GF(2'2).Since 'y is a coefficient of the minimal
polynomial, it belongs toGF(2).The explicit connection between 'y and cis as
follows:'ya1', where r is given as
1
T
2 1
= 1 + 2 +22Th+ + ... +2(m1)n
. (5.6)
Thus, the basis to represent the subfieldGF(2)is given as B3 = {1,,72,.
,
Therefore, as are represented using the basis B3 as
Basis B3 :a = ãjj'y,ã3E GF(2)
In order to obtain the conversion matrix from the composite fieldGF((2)m)to
the binary fieldGF(2'),we write
rn-in-i rn-in-i
A = ãjjya''= aa1' . (5.7)
j=O i=O j=O i=O
Here the terms &i are reduced using the generating polynomial p(x), and their
representations in B1 are obtained as
k-i
=tj/E
h=O
(5.8)
where tjihE GF(2)are the elements of the conversion matrix. By substituting
(5.8) into (5.7), we derive the binary representation of A from its composite repre-
k-irn-i n-i
h
sentation as
A tjjh a
h=O j=O=O
(5.9)76
This sum determines the conversion matrix between two representations, as follows:
a0
a_
a
a2_1
amn_n
amn_1
T0,0 T0,1 To,m_i
T1,0 T1,1 Ti,m_i
Tm_i,Tm_i,i Tm_i rn-i
a00
ao(nl)
a10
(5.10)
ai(n_i)
a(m_l)O
a(m_l)(n_l)
Each one ofis an n x n matrix whose entries are from the field GF(2). The
entire T matrix is an k x k matrix with entries from GF(2). Once the T matrix is
obtained the conversion matrix from the binary field to the composite field can be
obtained by computing T* Both of these matrices need to be precomputed and
saved.
Example: We show the construction of the conversion matrix T from the
composite field GF((23)4) to the binary field GF(2'2). Let GF(2'2) be constructed
using the primitive polynomialp(x) = x'2+x7+x4+x3+1 and a be a root of p(x),
thus, a is a primitive element in GF(2'2). As we have shown, ,y = a' is a primitive
element in the ground field GF(23), where r = (2121)/(21) = 585. We
construct the composite field GF((23)4) over the field GF(23) using the irreducible
polynomial q(x) which is constructed according to Equation (5.4). The irreducible
polynomial q(x) is of degree 4 and its coefficients are from the ground field GF(23),
which is given as follows
q(x) = (x + a)(x + a23)(x + a26)(x + a29) (5.11)
+a1755x3 + a2340 x2 +a585
Note that a is in GF(2'2), however, a" =a585is an element of GF(23), and so are77
a1755 = (a585)3 and a2340 = (a585)4. Furthermore, we have (a585)7(a'755)7 =
(a2340)7 = 1. In order to represent the elements of the ground field GF(23), we use
the constant term in q(x) as the basis element, which is 'ya585. An element A is
expressed in basis B2 as
A = a' + a'a + a'a2 + a'a3, (5.12)
where a E GF(23). We can express ain GF(23) using y = a585 as the basis
element
a = a30 + aji'y + aj272 =a0+ ãia585 +ã32aU70, (5.13)
where a3, EGF(2)for j = 0, 1,2, 3and i = 0, 1,2.Therefore, the representation of
A in the composite field is found as
A = ãoo + ã01a585 + ã02a"70 + ã10a + ã11a586 + ã,2a71 +
ã20a2 + ã21a587 + ã22a"72 + ä30a3 + ã31a588 + ã32a1173. (5.14)
The next step is to reduce the terms a585for j = 0, 1,2, 3and i = 0, 1,2using
the generating polynomial p(x) = x12 + x7 + x4 + x3 +1. This will give us a terms in
the above expression with exponents between 0 and 11. A term of the form a585
is reduced modulo p(x) by successively using the relation a12 = a7 + a4 + a3 + 1.
We have obtained all higher powers of a in Equation(5.14)using a simple Maple
code, as follows:
a585=a"+a'°+a8+a7+a5+a2+1
a1170=a10+a9+a6+a4+a3+a+1
a586=a"+a9+a8+a7+a6+a4+a+1
a1171=
a587=a'°+a9+a8+a5+a4+a3+a2+a+1
a1172=a11+a8+a7+a6+a5+a4+a2+1
a588=a"+a10+a9+a6+a5+a4+a3+a2+a
a1173=a9+a8+a6+a5+a4+a+178
By substituting the above terms in expression (5.14), we obtain the representation
of A in the binary field GF(212) using basisB1 =(1, a,a2,...,a") as
A = a0+a1a+a2a2+a3a3+a4a4+a5a5+a6a6+
a7a7 + a8a8 +a9a9+a10a'0+aiiaH
The relationship between the terms ah for h = 0, 1,.. .,11 andã3for j = 0, 1, 2, 3
and i = 0, 1, 2 determines the elements tjjh of the conversion matrix T. For example,
the first row of the matrix T is obtained by gathering the constant terms in the
right hand side of (5.14) after the substitution, which gives the constant coefficient
in the left hand side, i.e., the term a0. A simple inspection shows that
a0=a00+a01+a02+a11+a21 + a22 + a32
which determines the first row of T.Similarly,a1is obtained by summing the
coefficients of a as
a1=a02+a10 +au +a12+a21 + a31 + a32
which determines the next row of T. The remaining termsa2for i = 2, 3,...,11
are obtained similarly, i.e., by gathering the coefficients of a for i = 2, 3,. ..,11,
respectively. Therefore, we obtain the 12 x 12 dimensional matrix T as follows:
a0 a00
a1 aol
a2 a02
a3 a10
a4
a5 a12 = . (5.15)
a6 a20
a7 a21
a8 a22
a9 a30
a10 a31
a11 a32
111o10011001
o01111o10011
o10001111o10
0o1000010110
0o1011ol1011
010001o11o11
001010001011
010011001000
010010011001
001010010011
011001010010
01001100101079
This matrix gives the representation of an element in the binary fieldGF(2'2)given
its representation in the composite field GF((23)4). The inverse transformation, i.e.,
the conversion from GF(2'2) to GF((23)4), requires the computation of T'.
5.4Special Case of gcd(n, rn) = 1
The arithmetic operations in GF((2m)m) can be implemented much faster in soft-
ware [57] or using fewer gates in hardware [43] if the degree-rn irreducible poly-
nomial is selected such that its coefficients are in GF(2) instead of GF(2m). It is
well-known [29] that an irreducible polynomial over GF(2) of degree in remains
irreducible over GF(2) if and only if gcd(n, rn) = 1.Therefore, one can select
an irreducible polynomial of degree m with coefficients from GF(2) rather than
GF(2) if n and m are relatively prime. Also, we can use special irreducible poly-
nomials, for example, trinomials or all-one-polynomials, to further accelerate the
operations.
In this section, we show the construction of the conversion matrix from the
composite field GF((2m)m) to the binary field GF(2c) for the case of gcd(n, m) = 1.
In order to accomplish this task, we need to construct a primitive polynomial over
GF(2m) with coefficients from GF(2). Let p(x) be a degree-k primitive polynomial
defined over GF(2), and a be a root of p(x). We define /3 =a8such that
2 1= 1+2m+22m+23m+...+2(n_1)m . (5.16) 2-1
Note that the element /3 = a is the constant term of the minimal polynomial of a
with respect to GF(2m), and thus, it also belongs to GF(2m). We then construct
the minimal polynomial of /3 with respect to GF(2m) as
2' 22 2(m_1)n mfi(x)=(x+/3)(x+/3 )(x+/3)...(x+/3). (5.17)
We have the following theorem regarding the reduction of m (x) given above.
Theorem 5.2 The minimal polynomial mfl(x) given by (5.17) is equivalent to
2 22 2(m_1) m(x) = (x+/3)(x+/3 )(x+/3 )...(x+/3). (5.18)Proof 2 Since /3eGF(2m), we have 1.Therefore, the terms of the
2 . . . 2-1 form /3for 'i = 0, 1,...,(m1) can be reduced using the identity/3 = 1.
This reduction is equivalent the reduction of the set {1, 2', 2(m_1)fl} modulo
1.It turns out that the set {1, 2', 2(m_1)n} is equivalentto the set
{1, 2,22,..., 2(m_i)} modulo (2m_1). This is easily proven by noticing the following
identities:
. If in <m, we have=2rn mod (2 1).
. If in = m, we have2m= 1 =20mod (2 1)
. If in > m, we have 2jm+u forsome j and 0 < u < m. Therefore, we have
the identity 2i- (2m)2t= 2U mod (2 1).
It follows from these identities that u = in mod m in all three cases. In other words,
we have
2inmod inmod (2in1). (5.19)
In order to prove that unique powers of 2 are generated as {20, 21,22,.
we notice that the product in mod m for i = 0, 1,. .., m1 generates the unique
residue class mod m if and only if gcd(n, m) = 1. Therefore, the minimal polynomial
of/3with respect to GF(2'2) can be written as
2 22 2(m_1) m(x)=(x+/3)(x+/3)(x+/3 )...(x+/3).
The polynomial q(x) = m,(x) given by (5.17) is exactly of the same form as the
minimal polynomial of /3 with respect to the field GF(2), and therefore, its coeffi-
cents belong to GF(2). We note that q(x) is irreducible over GF(2) and also GF(2)
whenever gcd(n, m) = 1. We use q(x) to construct the composite representation
for GF((2)m). An element of GF((2)m) can be written as
rn-i
A = , (5.20)
j=0F31
where a GF(2T1).To represent the subfield GF(2n), similar to the previous
construction, we choose the basis generated by 'y = a', where r2'_i,and
obtain the representation of a as
a =
where ãeGF(2). By combining these two representations, we obtain
rn-in-i rn-in-i
A= = j2j2 a
j=O i=O j=O i=O
(5.21)
(5.22)
wherejj E GF(2). We reduce the termsa(ri+8j) using the generating polynomial
p(x), and obtain their representation the basis {i, a, a2,...a'1}
k-i
=t3ha
h=O
(5.23)
where tjih E GF(2) are the elements of the conversion matrix. By substitution, we
derive the binary representation of A from its composite representation
k-i rn-i n-i
A jj tjjhah
h=O j=O i=O
(5.24)
This sum gives the conversion matrix T between two representations, similar to
Equation (5.9).
Example: Let GF(212) be constructed using the primitive polynomial p(x) =
xi2x7+x4+x3+1 anda be a root of p(x), thus, a is a primitive element inCF(2i2).
We will calculate the conversion matrix from the composite field GF((23)4) to the
binary field GF(2i2). We define= a, where
2nm_ 1212_i4095
S21 24i 15=273.
The element /3 = a273 is the constant term of the minimal polynomial of a with
respect to GF(24), and thus also belongs to CF(24). The minimal polynomial of/3
with respect to GF(23) is written as
m(x)(x+/3)(x+/323)(x+/326)(x+/329). (5.25)[,7
This polynomial will be reduced using the identity
/32m_1=
/315=1. When we
reduce the set {1,2, 26, 2}modulo(21), we obtain {1,8,4, 2} ={1,2, 22, 2}.
Therefore, m(x) can be written as
mfl(x)(x+fl)(x+fl2)(x+fl22)(x+fl23), (5.26)
After substituting with /3 =a273and multiplying out, we obtainq(x)= m(x) as
follows:
q(x) = x4 + (a273 + a546 + a1092 + a2184) x3
+a'365 + a'638+a2457+a2730+a3276) x2
+ a3003 + + a3822)x +a4095 . (5.27)
We reduce the above polynomial using the identitya12=a7+a4 + a+ 1, which
gives us the simple irreducible polynomial
q(x) =++ 1, (5.28)
whose coefficients are fromGF(2)rather than GF(23), as expected. The irreducible
polynomialq(x) isused to construct the composite field GF((23)4). An element of
GF((23)4)is written as
A = a + a/3 +a/32 + a'/33a' + aa273 + aa546 + a'a819
where aEGF(23). We represent the subfield GF(23) using the basis generated
by 7 = ar, where r =(2121)/(21) =585as follows
585 a =a30+ aj,7 +aj2'y =ão + ä,a+ã2a"7°
where a3, EGF(2)for j = 0, 1,2,3 and i = 0, 1,2.By combining these two
representations, we obtain
A= ãoo +ã0,a585+ã02a1170+ã10a273+ã11a858 + a12a1443 +
a20a+ã21a"3' + ã22a1716 + ã30a819 + ã31a'404 + 32989.(5.29)['DI
The next step is to reduce the termsaS8Si+273jfor j = 0, 1, 2, 3 and i = 0, 1, 2
using the generating polynomial p(x) =x12 + x7 + x4 + x3+ 1.This will give
us aterms in the above expression with exponents between 0 and 11. A term
of the forma585273isreduced modulo p(x) by successively using the relation
a12a + a4 + o+ 1. We have obtained all higher powers ofain (5.29) using a
simple Maple code, as follows:
a585=a'1+a'°+a8+a7+a5+a2+1
a1170 =a'°+a9+a6+a4+a3+a+1
a273=a9+aT+a4+a3+i
a858=a11 + a10 + a9 + a5 + a4 + a3
a1443 =a1' + a'0 + a9 + a8 + a7 + a5
a546=a'°+a6+a4+a2+a+1
a1131 =a"+a'°+a9+a7+a6+a5+a+1
a1716 =a" + a9 + a8 + a7 + a3 + a2
a819=
a1404 =a8+a6+a5+a4+a2+1
a1989 =a"+a10+a9+a6+a5+a3+a2+a+1
By substituting the above terms in expression (5.29), we obtain the representation
of A in the binary fieldGF(2-2)using basis (1,a, a2, ...,a11)as
A =a0+a1a+a2a2+a3a3+a4a4+a5a5+a6a6+
a7a7 + a8a8 + a9a9 + a10a'° + a11a"
The relationship between the termsahfor h = 0, 1,.. .,11 anda32for j = 0, 1, 2, 3
and i = 0, 1, 2 determines the elementstjjhof the conversion matrix T. For example,
the first row of the matrix T is obtained by gathering the constant terms in the
right hand side of (5.29) after the substitution, which gives the constant coefficient
in the left hand side, i.e., the term a0. A simple inspection shows that
a0 = a00 + a01 + a02 + a,0 + a20 + a21 + a3, + a32which determines the first row of T.Similarly,a1is obtained by summing the
coefficients of c as
a1=a02+a20+a21+a32
which determines the next row of T. The remaining terms a for i =2, 3,.. .,11
are obtained similarly, i.e., by gathering the coefficients of & for i =2, 3,...,11,
respectively. We obtain the12 x 12dimensional matrix T as follows:
a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8
a9
a10
a11
111100110011
001000110001
010000101111
001110001101
001110100110
010011010011
001000110111
010101011100
010001001010
001111011001
011011110101
o10011011101
a00
a01
a02
a10
a11
a12
a20
a21
a22
a30
a31
a32
(5.30)
This matrix gives the representation of an element in the binary fieldGF(2'2)given
its representation in the composite field GF((23)4). Similarly, the conversion from
the field GF(212) to the field GF((23)4) requires the computation of the inverse of
this matrix.
5.5Use of Non-Primitive Elements
The proposed method of construction of the composite fieldGF((2Th)m)depends on
the availability of a primitive element c inGF(2c),which is the root of a degree-k
primitive polynomial p(x) defined overGF(2).We then derive the transforma-
tion (change of basis) matrix T fromGF(2c)toGF((2)m)using the minimalpolynomial of a with respect toGF(2)as q(x) = m(x). A question arises about
the derivation of the transformation matrix in case when a non-primitive polyno-
mialh(x)is used construct the fieldGF(2').In this case, we cannot construct
the composite fieldGF((2n)rn)properly, and obtain the transformation matrix T.
Fortunately, we need not a specific primitive element, any primitive element would
work. The primitive elements in a finite field are abundant, and it is easy to find
one given a representation of the fieldCF(2c).Leth(x)be a non-primitive irre-
ducible polynomial used to construct the the binary fieldGF(2c),and also let a be
a root ofh(x).The set
Bo={1,a,a2,...,alc_l} (5.31)
forms a basis for the fieldGF(2c).Let a be a primitive element in the fieldGF(2").
We can use the primitive element a to construct the composite fieldGF((2')m)
properly, as in § 5.3 (or, as in § 5.4 if gcd(n,m) = 1). According to § 5.3, we have
the basesB1,B2, and B3 as
B1 = {1,a,a2,.
B2 = {1,a,a2,.
B3 = {1,7,2,...,_1},
where a is a primitive element inGF(2k)and= aT with r =(2n 1)/(2 1).
We represent an element of the binary fieldGF(2k)using the basis B1. On the
other hand, we represent an elementof GF((2)m)using the basis B2, where the
coefficients in this representation are represented using the basis B3. However, since
an element ofGF(2k)is initially given in B0, we need to embed the change of basis
matrix from B0 to B1 to the final transformation matrix. According to Equation
(5.7) in § 5.3, we have
rn-in-i rn-in-i
A = ãjjya3 = ãa
j=0 i=0 j=0 i=0
Assuming the representation of the primitive element a in the basis B0 is given,
we obtain the representations of the termsarj in B0 for i= 0, 1, ..., n1 and
j=0,1,...,m-1,asari+J= tijhUh
. (5.32)
This gives the modified transformation matrix based on the equation
k-i rn-i n-i
A= :i:i: Jti tjihh
, (5.33)
h=O j=O i=O
which is analogous to Equation (5.9).
5.6Composite Fields with Special Irreducible Polynomials
In § 5.4, we constructed the composite fieldGF((2n)rn)for gcd(n, m) = 1 in such a
way that the degree-rn irreducible polynomialq(x)has its coefficients fromGF(2)
rather thanGF(2).This selection yields efficient composite field arithmetic, as was
demonstrated in [57]. This particular polynomial can be further specialized in the
sense that it could be an irreducible trinomial, or pentanomial, or equally-spaced-
polynomial (ESP), or all-one-polynomial (AOP). For instance, in the example in
§ 5.4, we obtained (by chance) the irreducible trinomialx4+x3 + 1to construct
the field GF((23)4). Here we describe two methods by which we can select the
degree-rn irreducible polynomial generating the fieldGF((2n)rn).Letq*(x)be the
irreducible degree-rn polynomial of the desired form, e.g., trinomial, pentanomial,
ESP, AOP, etc.
. The first method is to find a primitive element in a inGF(2')such that
1 = = 1 +2 + 22m + 23m +. .. +
2(n-i)rn
2-1
= as,
q(x) = (x + /9)(x + /92)(x +
/922)(x +
fi2(m_1))
q(x) q*(x)
However, this method requires that we exhaustively try all primitive elements
a EGF(2k),which becomes prohibitive as k grows since it requires exponen-
tial time.The second method is simpler and more efficient: We go ahead with the orig-
inal construction method by selecting an arbitrary primitive element c from
GF(2k)and in the end obtainq(x)which is an arbitrary irreducible poly-
nomial of degree m over the fieldGF(2)to construct the fieldGF((2)m).
We then take the desired irreducible polynomialq*(x)and contsruct the
change of basis matrix from the fieldGF((2Th)m)generated byq(x)to the
fieldGF((2Th)m)generated byq*(x).The arithmetic is performed in the lat-
ter field more efficiently due to the special structure ofq*(x),and the mapped
back to the former field if and when necessary.
5.7Storage-Efficient Conversion
The proposed conversion methods between the binary and composite fields involve
matrix multiplication.It also requires storing two matrices each of which has
(nm)2entries. In low-cost hardware implementations, we may not have sufficient
amount of memory for these matrices.Fortunately, there are other approaches
which do not require the conversion matrices be stored. For exampe, Kaliski and
Yin proposed storage-efficient conversion methods for the binary fields with different
bases[21, 20].Here, we take a similar approach, and introduce storage-efficient
conversion algorithms between the binary and composite fields. Here we address
only the case gcd(n, m) = 1 since this is the most practical case for the existing
applications.
According to the setup, we have two communicating parties: The first party
uses the binary field and can compute only in this field, while the second one uses
the composite field and can compute only in the composite field. Thus, the first
party should be able to convert an element given in the second party's basis to the
first party's basis using only the arithmetic which is available to the first party.
Similar conditions hold for the second party.[11
[SIt]
We represent an elementAof the composite field using
A(a00,0i,,0,n_1,i0,dii,.., .,m_i,o,m_1,1, ...,m_i,n_i)
whereã3E GF(2) for 0 < i < n1 and 0 <j < m1. This representation can
also be interpreted as
A = (a, ai,. ..
,ai),
wherea = (a,o, a,1, ...,a,,_i) eGF(2) for 0im1.On the other
hand, an element A of the binary field is represented using the binary string A =
(ao, a1,. ..,amn_i) wherea2 eGF(2) for 0 <i < mm1.
In order to obtain the binary representation A ofA,we need to know the
integers r and s.Additionally, the primitive element a needs to be known. We
precompute X = a" and Y = as, and save these values.This computation is
performed using the binary field arithmetic.
Composite To Binary
Inputs: A = (a00,aoi,...,m_i,n_i)
r, s, a, X=ar and Y=a"
Output:A= (ao, a1,. ..,amn_i)
Stepi:A:=0
Step2:forj=Otom-1
Step3: fori=Oton-1
Step 4: if(a,7, =1) then A=A+XY
Step 5:return A
The second party using the composite basis (1,/3,
32,.fim_1) needsto store
the primitive element a in the composite basis. We assume the primitive element
a is expressed as
The primitive element in this representations needs to be precomputed (using the
conversion matrix) and stored.Inputs:
Output:
Step 1:
Step2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
5.8Conclusions
Binary To Composite
A = (ao, a1,...,amni)
Z=
A = (as, a,. ..,a_)
A:=O
if(ao = 1)thena' := 1
for i = 1 tomn 1
if (a = 1)thenA = A + Z
returnA
We addressed a particular conversion problem in the finite fields. We construct
a composite fieldGF((2')m)given the binary fieldGF(2')and the integersn
andmsuch thatk = nm,and obtain the conversion matrices between these two
representationsofthe same field. A variationofthis idea is explored in [411, in
which, given bothofthese fields and their field polynomials, the method searches
for a suitable primitive element to obtain the conversion matrix. We are motivated
from the fact that while the setupof[41] is more general, it requires exponential
time since a suitable primitive element needs to be obtained. However, for many
practical implementations any composite field can do the job of minimizing the
time or hardware complexity.Chapter 6
Generating Elliptic Curves of Known Order
6.1Introduction
An important category of cryptographic algorithms is that of the elliptic curve
cryptosystems defined over a finite field F (also denoted GF(p)). While there
are many methods proposed for performing fast elliptic curve arithmetic, there is
a paucity of efficient means for generating suitable elliptic curves. The methods
proposed to date for curve generation mainly necessitate implementing complex
and floating point arithmetic with high precision.However, this prevents these
algorithms from being implemented on simple processors with limited amounts of
memory. In [33], Miyaji proposed a practical approach to construct elliptic curves
of trace 1; a class of elliptic curves which has since proved to be insecure [50]. The
same idea, on the other hand, can be further utilized by allowing more general
traces. (The trace meant here is the value t when the number of points of the curve
is expressed as p + 1t. The term trace is related to the fact that this value is
indeed the trace of a certain "Frobenius" map.) In this chapter, we present a new
variant of this method to construct elliptic curves of known orders. Our variant has
less computational complexity in its online implementation than that proposed in
the IEEE standards [15]. Calculations show that our method is practical especially
when the selection of the characteristic, p, is unimportant, as in implementations
using Montgomery multiplication [34].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 summarizes the complex multi-
plication curve generation method. In Section 6.3, we explain our new variant which
requires less data size and computation than the general approach, while avoiding
the weakness of Miyaji's method. In Section 6.4, we give some elementary heuristics91
for the speed of our method to find elliptic curves with prime orders. Section 6.5
summarizes the method to construct the class polynomials, the most computation-
ally intensive part of the CM method. In our approach, we pre-calculate a set of
these and store the coefficients. Finally, in Section 6.6, we give some experimental
results which indicate the efficiency of our approach.
6.2Complex Multiplication Curve Generation Algorithm
An elliptic curve ( defined over a finite field F, where p> 3, can be given as
S(F):y2=x3+ax+ba,bF (6.1)
Associated with E, there are two important quantities:
the discriminant
=16(4a3 + 27b2) (6.2)
and the j-invariant
j =1728(4a)3//. (6.3)
where L $ 0.
Lemma 6.1 Givenj0F there is an elliptic curve,e,defined over F such that
j(E)=j0.
An elliptic curve with a given j-invariant jo is constructed easily. We consider
{0, 1728}; these special cases are also easily handled. Let k = jo/(1728
jo),jo E F then the equation
E:y2=x3+ 3kx + 2k (6.4)
gives an elliptic curve with j-invariant j(')= o92
Theorem 6.1 Isomorphic elliptic curves have the same j-invariant.
Theorem 6.2 (Hasse) Let #S(F) denote the number of points on the elliptic
curve S(F). If #S(F) = p + 1t, then t <
Definition (Twist) : Given 5:y2= x + ax + b with a, beF the twist of S by
c is the elliptic curve given by
S,:=x3+ ac2x +bc3
where cEF.
(6.5)
Theorem 6.3 Let S be defined over F and its order be #S(F) = p + 1t. Then
the order of its twist is given as
Ip+1t #S(F) =
( p+1+t
if c issquare in Z
if c isnon-square in Z
(6.6)
For the above basics of elliptic curves, we refer to [53]. The following result is
based upon work of M. Deuring in the 1940s.
Theorem 6.4 Let p be an odd prime such that
=t2+ Ds (6.7)
for some t, se Z.Then there is an elliptic curve S defined over F such that
#S(F) = p + 1t.
An integer D which satisfies (6.7) for a given p is called a CM discriminant of
p. Given such a D for a prime p, the j-invariant of the elliptic curve whose trace
is t can be calculated using classfield theory. Once the j-invariant is known, the
elliptic curve with p + 1t points is easily constructed using Lemma 6.1. Actually,
the method gives an elliptic curve with either p + 1t or p + 1 + t points. If the
constructed elliptic curve has p + 1 + t points, then one must take the twist of this
elliptic curve to obtain an elliptic curve with p + 1t points. Fortunately, it is93
trivial to construct the desired curve when its twist is known, due to Theorem 6.3.
This technique for constructing elliptic curves of known order is called the Complex
Multiplication (CM) method.
A detailed explanation of CM method is given in the P1363 Standards. One
can also profitably refer to[5IWe can summarize the method in the following:
1. Given a prime number p, find the smallestDin (6.7) along with t (s is not
needed in the computations).
2. The orders of the curves which can be constructed are #S(F) = p + 1 ± t.
Check if one of these orders has an admissible factorization (by admissible
factorization we mean a prime or nearly prime number as defined in the
standards).If not, find anotherDand corresponding t.Repeat until an
order with admissible factorization is found.
3. Construct the class polynomialHD(x) using the formulas given in the stan-
dards. (The class polynomial for aDis a fixed monic polynomial with integer
coefficients. In particular, it is independent of p).
4. Find a root j ofHD(x)(mod p). Thisj0is the j-invariant of the curve to
be constructed.
5. Setk =jo/(1728jo)(mod p) and the curve is &:y2=x3 + 3kx + k.
6. Check the order of the curve. If it is not p + 1t, then construct the twist
using a randomly selected non-square c E F.
In the CM method, it is preferable to fix a prime number p, then construct
the curve over F. It is thus advantageous to use prime numbers of special form
so as to improve the efficiency of the modular arithmetic. On the other hand, the
method can be efficient only when the degree of the class polynomial is small; in
general, factoring a high degree polynomial is time consuming. Furthermore, the
construction of the class polynomials requires multi-precision floating-point and
complex number arithmetic.6.3 A New Approach to Generating Elliptic Curves
Using special primes to increase the efficiency of the modular arithmetic might
complicate the curve generation by introducing class polynomials of high degree.
If one uses a method for modular arithmetic whose efficiency does not depend on
the selection of p, then the CM method simplifies. Indeed, we can first determine
a set V of discriminantsDsuch that the corresponding class polynomials are of
small degree. The idea is straightforward: Construct and store the corresponding
class polynomials forDin V and search for primes whose CM discriminants are
in this set. We thus avoid repeatedly calculating class polynomials; hence multi-
precision floating and complex number arithmetic as well as the factorization of high
degree class polynomials is avoided. Indeed, the original CM method as specified in
the standards becomes inefficient if not impractical as the class polynomial degree
becomes large.
Our new algorithm is thus:
1. Off-line: Determine a set V of CM discriminants such that the corresponding
class numbers are small.
2. Off-line: Calculate and store the class polynomials of CM discriminants in V.
3. Select randomly a CM discriminantDin V and obtain the corresponding
class polynomialHD (x).
4. Search for a prime number p which satisfies the equation 4p =t2 + Ds2.
(First, we select random t and s values of proper sizes and then check if p is
prime.)
5. Computeu1= p + 1t and u = p + 1 + t as the orders of the elliptic curves
withDand check if either of them has an admissible factorization (i.e.is a
prime or nearly-prime number). If not, go to Step 4 and pick another random
pair of t and s.
6. Ifu1has proper factorization set u = u1, otherwise u =u2.95
7. Find a rootj0ofHD(x)mod p (this is the j-invariant of the curve).
8. Setk =jo/(1728jo) mod p and the curve of orderu1oru2is
=x3 + ax + b (6.8)
wherea = 3kc2, b = kc3and cFis randomly chosen.
9. Check the order of the curve. If it is u then stop. Otherwise, select a non-
square numbere E Fand calculate the twist bye,ee(Fp) =x3 + ae2 + be3.
At first glance, it might seem impractical to find (p, u) pairs which give elliptic
curves satisfying the primality and/or near-primality conditions.However, our
experiments confirm that such pairs are plentiful and can be found very quickly.
(The theory of the plentitude of elliptic curves of prime and near-prime orders was
pioneered by H. Lenstra, Jr. [17].)
6.4Heuristics on Plentitude of Primes Suitable for Curve
Generation
The prime Number Theorem states that for sufficiently largeM,the probability of
a randomly chosen integer in [0,M]being prime is approximately 1/ lnM.For our
purposes, we are only interested in primes which are of the form 4p =t2± s2D.
SincepM,each pair (s,t) E Z2gives an integral lattice point inside the ellipse
of equationt2+s2D = M.
Gauss, see for example [6, p. 161], found an asymptotic formula for the number
of lattice points interior to an ellipse. In our setting, this gives that the number of
the lattice points (s, t)is L = irM// + O(/i).Of course, (s, t) gives the
same value for p as (s, t). Furthermore, our p are odd, we work with oddDand we
desire the elliptic curve order u= p + 1 + t to be prime, hence certainly odd. Thus,
we will use t = 2v + 1, s = 2w + 1. We then findL/4distinct values oft2+s2D
for (s,t)interior to the ellipse.But, 4p =t2+s2Dexpresses that p is a norm from K = Q(V'i). The density
of prime numbers which are of this type is approximately1/(2hD),wherehD isthe
class number ofK.(One has that the prime ideal (p) splits into the product of two
principal ideals, H H', in the ring of integers ofK.)See [5, 7, 17].
From the above, we find that by choosing (v, w) at random such that (2v+
1)2+ D(2w + 1)2 < M,we find prime p of the correct form with a probability of
approximatelyirMinM/ (8hD That is, we can expect to find a prime p after
a total number of trials of (v, w) of somec(lrhDinM)/v',for some constant c.
We search for our p in specific ranges [S, T]. Thus our expected number of searches
isN = N(D, 8, T) = c(7rhDlnTS))/v'i. Our experimental data confirms this,
see Tables6.1, 6.2, 6.3where for example [S,T] =[2191,2192].
6.5Constructing Class Polynomials
Although there are different methods to calculate class polynomials,we adopt that
of[2],see also [7]. LetD = b24ac be the discriminant of a quadratic form
f(x,y)=ax2 +bxy+cy2
where a,b,c are integers. The quadratic form, f(x, y) is commonly represented by
the compact notation [a,b,c].If the integers a,b,c have no common factor, then
the quadratic form[a,b, cJ is calledprimitive.There are infinitely many quadratic
forms of any possible discriminant. We reduce toa finite number by demanding
that a root off(x, 1)lie in a certain region of the complex plane. Let the primitive
quadratic form [a,b, c]be of negative discriminant. Letbe the root off(x, 1)
which lies in the upper half-plane:
The [a,b,c] is areduced formif r has complex norm greater than or equal to 1,
and Rfr) e[-1/2, 1/2).Given a discriminantD < 0,we can easily find all of the
reduced quadratic forms of discriminant D. We then compute the class polynomial97
HD(x)which is the minimal polynomial of thej(T).For each value of T, the j-value
(denotedjbelow) is computed as follows:
where
and
j(r)=(2561(r) + 1)3/f(r)
f(r)=
=q[1 +(-1)(q3"2 +
n1
q=e27iT
Finally, the class polynomial can be constructed by using the following formula:
HD(x) =[J(xj)
where h is the number of the reduced forms of D, commonly knownas the class
number of D.SinceHD(x)has integer coefficients, it suffices to use sufficient
accuracy during the computations so as to determine these coefficients to within
1/2.
Our approach, as stated earlier, is to construct class polynomials beforehand for
given D values. We do this using some software tool specialized for mathematical
calculations.In our implementation, we use Maple.Following [2], we set the
precision for floating point arithmetic as follows:
precision=10+
( ) .
DJ1/a,
N=10+
(
h
Lh/2i)i=i
Here N gives the number of terms to keep in the calculations involving the
various L(r).
As stated earlier, different methods than the basic use of the j-function applied
here can be employed to construct class polynomials. In each of these,one obtainssome class-invariant polynomial for the CM discriminant D. One advantage of
using different methods would be to have class polynomials with relatively small
integer coefficients. This can be useful to store the coefficients when theprocessor
has limited memory.
6.6Implementation Results
We implemented the new algorithm using the NTL number theory and algebra
package on a Pentium 11/450 Mhz based PC. We restricted to t= 2v + 1 and
s = 2w + 1 where v, w e Z. Thus, the prime numbers found in this setting are of
the form
where D satisfies
D+1 p=v2+v+(w2+w)D+ (6.9)
D3 (mod4).
And also,Dis chosen such that(D+ 1)/4 is odd, hence p is odd for any choice
of v and w. We obtained the average times to find the primep and prime u and
to calculate the corresponding curve for the following values ofD.If u is a nearly
prime number then the search time for an admissible pair decreases.
For
D= { 163, 403, 883},
the corresponding class polynomials are given in the following:
H163(x) = x + 640320;
H403(x) = 108844203402491055833088000000 x+
2452811389229331391979520000;H883(x) =x3+ 167990285381627318187575520800123387904000000000x2
151960111125245282033875619529124478976000000 x
+34903934341011819039224295011933392896000.
We obtained efficiency results for these three cases. When the class number is
one, the class polynomial is of degree one; hence the root is obtained without any
computation. For the two other cases, we need to find a root of degree 2 and degree
3 polynomials, respectively. The results are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Timings to build curves of known order.
Dclass nobitsizeAverage time (s) N,.,N
163 1 192 1.22 23 11
163 1 224 2.29 2714
403 2 192 1.57 30 14
403 2 224 3.29 36 21
883 3 192 1.63 30 14
883 3 224 3.01 36 19
To find a root of a class polynomial of modulo p takes approximately a constant
time determined by the size of the modulus p and the degree of the polynomial.
However, the time or the number of trials to find admissible pairs of p and u is
of a more complicated nature. We have run our program repeatedly to build 1000
different curves with each value ofDin Table 6.1. Although their probabilistic
properties are not known explicitly, we observed that expected values of time and
number of trials seemed to remain constant over different runs of the program. In
the table,Nindicates the approximate number of random pairs of v and w to be
tried before a prime p =v2 +v +(w2 + w)D + (D +1)/4 is found. Similarly,N,, is
the average trial number of p of the form (6.9) to obtain a prime u.100
Table 6.2. Timings to build curves of known order.
bitsizeDclass noAverage time (s)NN
192 555 4 3.54 51 35
1051 5 2.78 48 26
451 6 5.70 86 57
811 7 4.61 76 44
1299 8 5.91 69 59
1187 9 7.35 79 72
611 10 12.53 126128
1283 11 9.42 99 92
1235 12 10.62 107104
1451 13 11.08 106108
1211 14 14.22 124142
1259 15 15.61 132154
1379 16 13.54 135131
1091 17 17.46 159168
1691 18 15.35 136146
2099 19 14.64 128139
1739 20 17.45 150166101
Figure 6.1. Performance of the method with increasing class numbers.
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To show that the method is still efficient for larger class numberswe supplied
numerical results for the values of D with each class number in the interval [1, 20]in
Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1. As can be observed easily from the figure thetime needed
tofind admissible pairs increases as the class number becomes bigger. Although
this increase is not monotonethe timing for class number 10 is much higher than
those for class numbers 11, 12, and 13it is reasonable to claim that the time
needed to find proper pairs is directly proportional to the class number.This result
is consistent with the theoretical considerations in [17];see the previous section for
further comments. The dependence of the constructionprocess on the particular
value ofDseems to account for the deviation from simple monoticity. Note also,
just as the theoretical heuristics of the previous section suggest, that thetime to
find an admissible pair (p, u) decreasesas the value ofDincreases. This can be
observed in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, and Figures 6.2 and 6.5.102
Table 6.3. Timings for different D values for certain classes with degree 192.
bitsizeclass noDAverage time (s)NN
192 1 11 9.10 95 94
19 3.86 68 39
43 2.30 46 23
67 1.87 37 18
163 1.22 23 11
2 35 10.38 105108
123 3.49 57 35
187 2.42 45 23
235 2.09 40 20
403 1.57 30 14
3 59 11.37 121118
83 10.01 102104
107 7.90 92 82
379 2.63 47 25
883 1.63 30 14
4 155 9.50 99 99
195 6.46 88 66
259 4.77 78 49
355 3.76 64 37
555 3.54 51 35
5 179 11.54 113119
227 9.33 10397
347 7.64 83 79
443 6.65 73 68
1051 2.78 48 26103
Table 6.4. Timings for different D values for certain classes with degree 224
bitsizeclass noDAverage time (s)NN
224 1 11 16.20 109113
19 7.15 81 49
43 4.19 55 28
67 3.55 44 23
163 2.29 27 14
2 35 15.74 120110
123 5.93 64 40
187 4.31 52 28
235 3.98 48 26
403 3.29 36 21
3 59 21.17 141128
83 16.93 118117
107 14.33 106 99
379 4.85 56 32
883 3.01 36 19
4 155 16.14 116112
195 11.90 10582
259 8.46 91 58
355 6.87 77 46
555 6.54 63 44
5 179 20.65 140142
227 17.42 122120
347 12.64 98 86
443 11.81 86 81
1051 5.52 55 36Figure 6.2. Timings to build curves with increasing discriminants.
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Another important implementation aspect is code size. While one implementa-
tion [49] of the full CM method [15] requires 204KB on a PC with WindowsNT, our
implementation with NTL requires only 164KB code space on the same platform.
In fact, the code space can be made much smaller when code is written expressly
for curve generation. For sake of simplicity, we have written such a program which
treats only the class number one case. We found that only an extra 10 KB of object
code space is needed for curve generation routines (assuming that the basic sub-
routines for arithmetic operations needed for elliptic curve arithmetic are already
available).
6.7Conclusion
We present a variant of the complex multiplication (CM) elliptic curve generation
algorithm forGF(p).We modified the existing CM algorithm on the assumption
that the fieldGF(p)is not fixed and we have the flexibility of selecting it at ran-
dom from certain subsets of prime fields. We show that the new variant of the CM
method provides smaller, faster and more easily coded software implementation.
The modified algorithm utilizes a collection of precomputed class polynomials of
relatively low degree corresponding to a predetermined set of CM discriminants. In
fact, the characteristic p of the fieldGF(p)that can be given as a function of a CM
discriminant is a member of a large subset of prime numbers. The theoretical anal-
ysis shows that there are numerous prime numbers in this subset and experimental
results confirm that it is highly probable to cosntruct a prime number belonging
to this set with a fairly small number of searches. Our experiments also reveal the
fact that the performance of the modified CM method increases as the class number
decreases. Another interesting result is that the new CM method perfoms better
for larger discriminants of the same class.I:
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1Summary of the Contributions
This thesis proposes practical solutions for various implementation problemsen-
countered in elliptic curve cryptography. We can group these implementation prob-
lems considered here into three categories:
Problems related to elliptic curve implementations using Montgomery arith-
metic.
Problems related to composite field arithmetic (i.e. the arithmetic in binary
extension fields with composite exponents).
Fast and simple software implementations for elliptic curve generation.
The first category can be treated in two subcategories: Montgomery inversion
and Montgomery multiplication.
The use of Montgomery multiplication algorithm in ellipticcurve cryptosystems
necessitates an efficient implementation of Montgomery modular inverse operation.
A faster Montgomery inverse implementation is beneficial especially in ellipticcurve
cryptosytems employing affine coordinates. We proposed three algorithms forcom-
puting the classical modular inverse, the Kaliski-Montgomery inverse, and thenew
Montgomery inverse. The proposed algorithms are suitable for software implemen-
tations on general-purpose microprocessor. The speedups obtained with these three
algorithms over the classical algorithms are between 1.14 and 1.56 in therange of
interest for elliptic curve cryptography. The classical approach requiresa bidirec-
tional conversion operations between the residue (non-Montgomery) domain and109
the Montgomery domain every time when an inversion operation is necessary since
it uses the standard modular arithmetic. Therefore, we emphasize the importance
of using Montgomery arithmetic, which eliminates the conversion during elliptic
curve operations.
Majority of elliptic curve implementations utilize two types of fields: binary
extension fields GF(2m) and prime fields GF(p). When the speed is important,
hardware implementations of modular multiplication in both fields become neces-
sary. There are hardware implementations which are very efficient especially for
binary extension fields with certain types of trinomials and for prime fields with
certain forms of characteristics. These types of designs can not be used for any
other field than the intended one. We proposed a unified design that operates in
both fields as well as with any prime characterictic and any irreducible polynomial.
The multiplier is scalable in the sense that it can be reused or replicated in order
to function with longer operand precisions independently of the data path preci-
sion for which the unit was originally designed.Additionally, the design allows
the wordsize to be selected based on the area and performance requirements. The
proposed multipler was synthesized using Mentor tools, and a circuit capable of
working with clock frequencies up to 90 MHz was obtained. We observed that the
speedup of the hardware module over a software implementation on a comparable
microprocessor with the same clock frequency is between 4.46 and 5.02 in the range
of interest for elliptic curve cryptography. The speedup for larger precisions such
as 1024 bits, which is a typical wordsize for RSA cryptosystem, attains 9.34.
In the second category, we deal with the arithmetic in binary extension fields
with composite exponents. Although certain kinds of efficient attacks on elliptic
curve cryptosystems using composite fields have been revealed recently, the com-
posite fields still stands as a good choice for software implementation of other types
of cryptographic systems such as hyperelliptic curve cryptosystems due to their
word-oriented arithmetic.110
The efficiency of the composite field arithmetic on general-purpose micropro-
cessors closely depends on the choice of basis and the composition of the field
degree. We present performance results of implementations using three different
bases: polynomial base, optimal normal base type I, and type II. Thereare basi-
cally three arithmetic operations for which we need efficient algorithms: multipli-
cation, squaring and multiplicative inversion. In addition to determining the best
previously known algorithm for some operations ina field, we also proposed novel
algorithms for the others.
We also addressed the conversion problem betweena composite field and a
binary field since conversion must be performed whenone of two communicating
parties uses composite field and the other uses binary field. We defined the method
to construct the conversion matrices between the two fields. In addition to that,we
also presented storage efficient conversion algorithms when the conversion matrices
are too large to store in computer memory.
In the last category, we addressed a very difficult problem: ellipticcurve gener-
ation. We made certain simplification to a previously suggested algorithm in order
to implement it in a small microprocessor with better time efficiency of constructing
a suitable curve. We also presented the observations on the plentitude of suitable
primes and elliptic curves to demonstrate the efficiency of thenew method.
7.2Directions for Future Research
In this thesis, two concepts regarding the ellipticcurve implementations have been
given special attention:
scalability
dual-field arithmetic in unified architectures
A scalable and unified multiplier architecture for both types of finite fields
GF(p)andGF(2m)was defined in this thesis. The architecture is capable of per-
forming multiplication inGF(p)andGF(2m)for any operand precision. However,111
the register lengths for operands and intermediary results vary with the precision.
It is possible to calculate register lengths in advance by fixing an upper bound for
the operand precision. In this case, the module wil not be able to work with preci-
sions bigger than the fixed value. Therefore, this feature of the design contradicts
with full scalability precept. In this thesis, the registers are not considered the es-
sential parts of the architecture and treated as external components. Limiting the
length of the registers within the multiplier module and using an external memory
for excessive words of the operands (or of intermediary values) was proposed as
a solution.It was also mentioned that this solution might lead to performance
degradation due to possible pipeline stalls when the memory access and transfer
rate are not sufficient. In order to prevent pipeline stalls, special memory access
mechanisms must be empoyed. But the length of internal registers remain to be
determined in accordance with the application.
In elliptic curve cryptography, one of the most important operation is the
multiplicative inverse operation in the finite field employed. Especially, when the
affine coordinate system is employed, the inverse turns out to be dominant operation
in terms of time. A unified architecture for performing inverse operation in both
finite fieldGF(2m)andGF(p)is extremely beneficial.Indeed, it is possible to
redefine two known algorithmsthe "Almost Inverse Algorithm" forGF(2)and
"Montgomery Modular Inverse Algorithm" forGF(p)in a way that the steps of
the two algorithms are similar. Furthermore, the architecture must also be scalable
to larger operand precisions. A fast, unified and scalable inversion module might
even remove the necessity of using projective coordinates, which might prevent a
hardware implementation of elliptic curve cryptosystems due to large amounts of
memory requirements in projective coordinates.112
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